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0 MI NEWSYOUR PROGRESSIVE
PAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

New Series No. 1091

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoott, April 24, 1947

MURRAY TO PLAY
500 Homemakers Attend SPRING
TILT WITH
District Meet At College UNION UNIVERSITY
Game Tomorrow
Will Start At 7:30 i
On Cutchin FieldV

Mrs. Charles Moss
Is Elected
Director

Baptist Bible
School Begins 'Monday, June 2
The daily vacation dible school
of the Memorial Baptist Church
will begin on Monday morning
June 2: and will continue through
the closing exercise on Friday
aight, June 6, it was announced
here recently.
The church is putting forth a
the
effort to sponsor
special
greatest. school she has ever had.
Not only are members of the
church urgently requested to attend but everyone is cordially inA special
vited, members said.
invitation is extended to children
of the city

DR. WALTER BAKER Red Flash Takes Top
IS NAMED 11FAD
OFCHIROPRACIORS National Field Trials
Weitii-iis Kentucky Valentine, Hendon
Group Plans Films Attend Postal Meet/
t
On Polio Treatment

t Lee Paschall
Services Are Held
V

Calloway Countian .
Seeks Democratic
Post In Third 9ist.

Church Program
Is Planned

HAZEL JUNIORS
TO PRESENT PLAY

TOR PETE'S SAKE'
IS KIRKSEY PLAY

Bus Franchise Let

0,-i

ROBERTSON, HART
TO ATTEND MEET

Donkeys, Lions And Vets
To Tangle At High School
Lions Release
Formidable

"-

Cub's Meet Tomorrow

Charles Ferguson, Murray
Regent, Killed By Sister
Murder, Suicide
Is Coroner
Report

s.

Honors In Dixie
Over 170 Dogs

Former. Mgrrayan

Van Valentine and Carnie HenDr. Walter Baker, Murray, was don, clerks in the Murray post
Athletic Director Roy Stewart
elected president of the chiroprac- office, attended a meeting of the
has announced that a spring foottors of the western district of Ken- West Kentucky Post Office Clerks
ball game has been scheduled beApproximately 500 persons from
tucky at a meeting of that group held at Shady Oaks hotel, Hoptween the Murray State Thorougheight counties attended the 14th
,
in Paducah last Sunday. The kinsville, on Saturday, April 19.
annual Purchase district -meeting
Mr. ina Mrs. Dirsun Werner, breds and the Union University
meeting, one in a quarterly series,
Bulldoga, of Jackson, Tenn. The
of Homemakers at Murray State Benton, a *art', April 23.
Fifty-three clerks were included
was held at the Ritz hotel with'
college Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Douglas game will be played Friday night,
ip the group which was presided
Dr. R. H. Kelly presiding.
April 25, at 7:30 p.m. in Carlisle
•
Among the speaxers were Mrs. Jones, Murray, a boy, April 17.
over by officials from WashingAddresses by Dr. G. L. 'Cole,
s2,411,
.,rles
0y Travis, Cutchin Stadium This spring grid
W. E. Nichols, 'Lexiagtori.7 presiMr. and Mrs. C•
ton, D. C. The delegates present
Lexington, and Dr. J. F. White,
contest is being sponsored by the
dent of the Kentucky. Federation Benton, a girl, April 1.
voted to meet at Murray on the
Somerset,. president and secretary.
Hicks, Murray- Booster crnb. of Homemakers, and Mrs. Myrtle - 'Mr. and - Mrs. - Rob
first 'Monday of September for
respectively
of
the
AsKentucky
Labbitt. Detroit, women's editor New Orleans, La., a girl, storil 21.
The game with the Tennesseeans
their next meeting.
sociation of Chiropractors, out_gadio,awaken CKLW
Mr. and Mrs. Nobel Btirripahis,, will wind up the spring grid drills
lined %tans for the ensuing year
High Adventure, accord-FF1g atai- 'Murray, -a girira-Apei-a
ar the Tlacirinighbreada which begaa
included a program in whi.h
Mra. Labbit, is finding within one's
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Miller, several weeks ago. All college stuthe state association will sponsor
self and home the appropriate life Murray ,a girl, April 19.
den
will be admitted on their
the showing of a film to civic and
work. Homemakers do not have
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd L. Sills,
nt activity tickets. Admission
educational groups relative to the
.
to go away from home to find Roete 6, a boy, April 17.
.hyr adults are 50 cents and
Funeral services were held Montreatment gif polio by chiropracMr. and Mrs. A. E. Houston. 25 cents for .non-college students.
high adventure, she explained.
afternoon at the Hazel Baptist
day
tic
Mrs. Nichols said the stepping Murray, a boy, April 16.
for Robert Lee Paschall,
Church
Stewart said that attempts were
Other officers elected during the
stones of the state federation are
Mr. and Mrs. J. HaRolfe. Route made to schedule a spring contest
73, who died at his home in Hazel
meet were
Dr. H. E. Helsley,
the committees -citizenship, pub- 2, a girl. April 20
The services were
with Austin-Peay but a letter reHenderson, - vice president,:---and on Sunday.
licity. reading and 'the speakers
Mr. and Mrs. 'Ralph' Robertson, ceived recently from the Clarksby Revs. H. F. Paschall
Mrs. Walter Baker, Murray, sec- conducted
bureau.
Murray, a boy, April 6.
and A. C. Childers.
George _Ed Overbey. ,.Murray at
ville, Tenn., school indicated -that
et...e-treasurer.
a
Moss, HE•kman
Mrs. Charles
Paschall was a member -of the
they would be unable to play the torney and 'Democrat, filed Mon"County, was elected district direcday for nomination to the state
Hazel Baptist Church.
Thoroughbredsa,
tor. succeeding Mrs. P. A. Jones,
Senate in the Third Senatorial DisSurvivors include his wife, Mary
La Center. Mrs. Hansford Doran,
tfica of Crittenden, Caldwell, Lyon,
Ann Paschall; a 'daughter, Mrs.
..CallOway county, was chosen secTrigg,,atid--Callaway. counties. A.
Dewey Smothermare and- a eon,
retary.
Foundation from
Westminster
L. "Chick" Love, Kuttawa, is the
Lilburn Paschall, both of Hazel: a
Counties represented at the meet- the College Presbyterian Church
only other announced candidate
half-sister. Ethel Paschall. Floriin_ga vvere Calloway, _Ballard, Car- will giv.e the program for Wesley
for the Senate post thus far.
da.
; a half-brother.'Asa Paschall,
Life In Ozark Town
lisle, Hickman. Fulton. McCracken Faundation in the,little chapel on
Overbey. a Navy veteran • of
and twq grandchildren and three
Graves and Trigg. --the college - campus next Sunday
World War H. is 34 _years-old arid- Is Theme For Three
great grandchildren.
Cast Of Seniors To
Committees of Homemakers of evening . at 6:30.
a fofther student at Murray State
Act Comedy Saturday
Pallbearers were Wafer PasCalloway county assisted with arAppear
In
Production;
College.
Upon
the
comPletien
of
'A social hour will follow the
chall, 'P'i-ed Orr. Haitiard Orr, O. T.
rangertients for the meeting. Mem- program. All Melliodist and Presthree
years
of
pre-law
at
Murray
The junior class at :Hazel High
Commencement Slated
Paschall, Mar,•-•"Page anal Carl
bers Of the local clubs provided byterian students are invited arid
he
entered Indiana
University School will present a three act
Boyd.
decorations and served as hostesses. urged to attend.
The Senior class of Kirksey High school of law and received btsa comedy, "Silas
&midge
From
Pallbearers were BitHonor.
Others on the program included
School will present a three act degree from that institution in Turnip Ridge." at the high school
er, 0. B. Turnbow, Clete
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
comedy-drama, "For Pete's Sake." 1936. He was honorably discharged on Saturday night, April 26, at
all, Ralph Cook, Lester WilMurray college; the Rev. S. .C.
Friday night. May 2.. at 8 o'clock. from the Navy after approximate- 7:30 o'cleck.
on and Calmon Hurt.'
McKee. Murray; Mrs. H R. TitsV The public is invited to attend this ly two years 'of service. The LST *the play is directed by M
Officials of the City of Murray play as it is the last play of the on which he served was the first
worth, Ballard county; Miss Mary
Burial was in Oak Grove cemeEstelle Erwin and Keith Br don
Air Elliston, Carlisle county; Mrs. announced this morning that a school year.
American atop to hit the beach of is stage manager for th
tery.
medy
Noah Williams,
Graves county; city-wide franchise to operate. a
The cast, in order of first ap- Japan. which depicts life in
small vilMrs. Morgan Davidson. Fulton bus system in Murray was obtainHe was married to the form* tage just north
includes:
•
pearance,
e Ozarks.
county; Mts. H. M. Spahr. Graves ed by Mason Ross, local feed dealReba
Mae
Key,
of
thls
coantY:
Miss Sarah Peppertaine. Peter's
Included in
e cast are Jean
county: Mrs. 0. 1'. Myers, Mc- er, yesterday.
aunt,.Mary Alice Wilson; Jasamine 1931. The Overbeys have three
eurasthenia Twiggs,
Cracken county; Miss Rachael
Ross was not in Murray today Jackson, Aunt Sarah's fiarky cook. sons. Bob and Don. 10-yeier-old Alton as
Myrtle
e Nesbitt as Miss SimRowland. Murray. and Miss Myrtle to discuss the vennire. Bids were Hilda ,Emerson; Cicero Murgle- twins, and George Ed Jr., 13.
plici
McPheeters.• Joe Outland
Weldon. Lexington
accepted at the city hall yesterday. threpe, dean of Elwood College.
Overbey'as president of the Murswald Gorlick. Imogene WilJames Coleman; Peter Pepperdine, ray Broadcasting Company, com- son as Judy. Faye Nell Craig as
Chamber Of Commerce
Calloway Cpu
;11WaYS in hot wafer. Macon Blank. mander of the
Florence
McPheerters. Ker n ie
Delegates To Hear
Veterans
of
Foreign
Wars
st,
:ship: Bill Bradshaw. Peter's pal,
Bailey as Thaddeus McPheeters, Numerous Authorities
vice
commander
of
the
urray
.ally Joe HaleaThorndyke Murgle,
Bobby Lander its Ralph Thornan active
Hi-ope 4Muggsyt. a 'college grind, American Legion an
hill, Mary Hontas Steely as Enid
Murray Chamber of Commerce
Masan
and
Rotarian,
He
is
a
charJunior
Hook;
Mrs.
Georgiana
Thornhill. Betty Lou Hill as Leola representatives to the 35th annual
ter
member
of„..the" Murray Young
Clarkston, a social climber, Betty
Pixley, Bennie George as Ben meeting of the Chamber of ComJune Drinkard; Nadine Clarkston. Business Pdepaa Club and a mem- Bruce
Bab Thomas as Silas merce of the United States - to be
Peter's sweetheart, Jo Workman; ber of ,the Murray Chamber of Smidge, Cletus Denham as Wayne
held in Washington April 28 to
Peggy Clariudon, Bill's sweetheart, Corninef-ce.
Kendall and Christine Williams as May 1 will be Luther Robertson
A past superintendent of the
Sue Workman; Malvina Potts.
Miss Muriel Armitage.
and George Hart.
Mouggsy's goddess, Charles Cloys; Methodist Sunday School, he is
Extras in the production are
Robertson is president of the loJohn Boliver, a wealthy banker, currently serving on the board of
Quava Lawrence, Frankie Grogan, cal chamber and Hart vice presiJewell E. McCalloh. and Dupont, stewards of that church. He is
out Billy White, Martha Sue Smother- dent.
thG -poet of Elwood Col- also chairman .of the Cub
committee of Calloway county and man and Keith Brandon.
lege, Robert Ross.
The keynote address, titled "The
comAdmission will be 25 and 35 World We Live In," will be deThe senior mass also announces a member of the Bay Scout
mittee here.
cents.
'livered by Earl O. Shreve, vice
its baccalaureate sermon to be deThe Callaway Post of the Vetpresident of the national chamber
livered on Sunday 'night. May 4
erans of Foreign - Wars and the
and vice president of the General
by Rev E. g. Mathis. The-comMurray Lions Club will settle
Electric Company, New York.
mencement address will be given
their differences in a donkey baseMay a, with Adron Doran, minisMany other authoritative speakball game at the Murray High
ter of the Church of Christ, as
ers are scheduled to be on hand
School football field on Saturday
speaker. •
for discussioris of food and housnight at 7:30.
ing, taxes and spending. coming
The two teams will match dondevelopments in transpairt. selling
keymanship arid slugging ability
in a buyer's inaatet. our strategic
for the entertainment of the more
the people and their
resources,
The Murray Cubs will hold their
delicate citizens in what may be
Coroner Everett Nelson called
government and the government's
regular meeting tomorrow night
the beginning of a new Sporting
the tragedy "murder and suicide"
'place in labor-management relain the Woodmen of the World Hall
era in Calloway county.
Ferguson. according to reports,!tains.
4 7 o'clock.
The Lions, already credited with
visited Miss Ferguson Friday afterAll Cubs are urgettarti notice the
the development of duck racing in One of the unpredictable donkeys
noon, as he did almost every day.
western -Kentucky, ire faVored to which will he wird in Saturday change in dale and' bet present for
He was sitting on a settee e'aling
overseas
the
fighters
by
meeting.
turn back_lhe
night's battle.
ii• light lunch of milk and crackers
a lop-sided tally.
a
Charles Ferguson. Smithland at- and Miss Ferguson was lying on
In releasing their squad roster
Riding ••imare or Weal • tor ; the
torney and public official' since a comet behind him.,
Last rites were held Tuesday
Moser. Jimmy
today the Lions stated that, many Lions will be: W.
1907. wala shot to death late Friday
Miss Ferguson apparently had afternoon at Temple Hill Methodist
of their stars are peculiarly adap- Blalock, Henry Fulton. C. R. Mcby his Mentally deranged sister the .22 rifle under the .covers of Church for Melvin Ray and GlenFarrell, Harlan
ted to .is sport. The denkeys, gayerti, Richard
who killed herself shortly after the couch.
Colson, two-month-old
da Kay
which are actually Mexican bur- Weat, Glin Jeffaey. William Jeffiring a 22 caliber bullet into the
Livingston County Sheriff Bax- twins of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Colson,
the
spectacle,
are
Churchill.
rei imported for
Thre,- Hundred Grade,
frey, W. B. Davis. Max
prominent
69-year-o1d
lawyer's ter said a, large mirror that usual- Murray.
The twin infants died
reluctant ,,ao take sides this early James Shelton and Noel Melugin.
High School Students
head.
ly hung above the radio directly Monday at their home.
in the .season. VFW officials re- Melugin's appearance depends on
The tragedy- happened in the liv- in front of where Ferguson was
Featured In Program
Other survivors -include their
fused to name their starting nine, fishing conditions Saturday.
white frame sitting had been moved. HAti the grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. A D.
ing room of the
but predicted victory.
Officials said that in case of a ' Three hundred students, grade
farmhouse near Smithlanc where mirror been in its customary plage Jamerson, Murray. and Minor B.
''itte temperment of the donkey's tie the clOirkeys would be credited and high school, will participate the sisiter. Miss Emma B. Fergie Ferguson count have seen his sis- Colson. Dexter; and Bert Hutchens,
wilt
be
Admission
a
win.
with
mark
question
big
is ','till the
in a physical educatioo'dememstra- son, 87 had lived alone since ter behind him, Baxter said,
Mrs. Daisy .Bourland and Mr. and
60 and 30 cents.
among the dossaituwei followers.
lion Friday night. May• 2. at Mur- 1941
iContinued on Page 8)
Mrs. N. J. Colson, all of this counray titgh School.
ty. great grandparents
Featured by the croweing of a
Burial was in Temple Hill cemeposture king and .queen to reign
tery.
over the iprogram, the 'event will
be under the direction of DewDrop
Rowlett, health and physical eduThe 50 piece Murray High S4o1 Toys"—Victor Herbert; "In a Per- cation teacher at the high school.
011ie . Brown, mAil4er of the is being- Observed here, officials
Band will presenf a concert Thurs- sian Market"—Ketelbey.
All students enrolled in physical
Murray telephone off' e, said yes- I said.
chorus
mixed
School
High
The
in
the
at
8:15
education classes will have an opday evening May 1,
Four of the six operators who
the ladies of Coles Camp Ground
high school' auditoribm. this is will assist in the concert by pre- portunity to appear and the pro- terday that better service was reported .for work yesterday stated Church., will serve a chicken din-,
numvocal
of
group
one
senting
gram Will consist of activities from being offered Murray phone users that they were glad to be back on flea in the basement of the First
the first public appearance the
band haa made since marching sea- bers. The miked chorus is com- regular class work at the schodt. since the return of six operators the job. Several stated 'that they Methodist
Monday.
Church on
voices
of
group
An admiasion charge of 25 and
son when they performed on the POsed' of a select
"did not know why we quit in the April 28.
office.
the
'work
in
to
part
in
'all
and plays an important
35 cents will be made., Proceeds
football field.
Plates will be 50 cents each and
The six returning operators re- first place." The other twp workRoberts. Hiph School music.activities. They Will be used to purchase equipMiss Mary Elizabeth
for work yesterday morn- ing operators were oht or duty proceeds will be added to the
ported
music director of the high school. were heard in the High School ment and supplies for the_departtfa_acjaelPe
the
funds for the new church building and are being rotated on the and are being used
states that the band "is growing Christmas program last year. They ment.
ing.
switchboard. Browp said. but cus- four on duty.
in quality as well as 'in quantity." will sing:
Brown declared, that the public
tomers are still being asked to
Bullard-Lewis;
—
Song"
"Winter
presented
be
program
to
The
limit their calls to necesary mess- cooperation has beets'of great help
Buck-Geibela
"Kentucky Babe"
Thursday evening will' include:
In providing service on an emergages'
Berlin;
Parade"—Irving
"Easter
Skormika
"Overture Eroica" —
The remaining 16 union opera- ency basis and that outside of an
The Sub-District Union of the
Negro
Chariot".
Sweet
"Swing
Low
Harry Lee Watertield, candidate
Beethoven'
s
*based on theree frof
tors and installer-repairmen who understandable curiosity to hear I for the Demdcratie nomination for
and Spiritual arranged by Hugh Rob- Methodist Youth Fellowship will
Symplepnyl; "Stars
Third
in
ressage"
early
"recorded
the
out
still
meet at Temple Hill Methodist struck on April 7 were
I Governor, will speak over Radio
Stripes Forever" ---, Sousa; a"The ertson.
Picketing is being con- the strike he had experienced no
WHAS Saturday night,
There wig be no charge fat the Church on Monday nikh(. April 28, last night.
Station
Traveller Overattrea
friendly
maintaining**
in
difficulty
'
,
at 7:30. Everyone is Invited to at- tinued at the lace' office. The Fri
April 26, from 9 to 9:15 o'clock.
"The Little -Brown Jug Goes to concert and the Public it cordialusers.
telephone
with
relationi
Junction rettrirttng picketrYtt4Wo
tend.
Town"--Bergeim; "March of the ly invited to attend.

OVERBEY FILES
FOR NOMINATION
IN SENATE RACE

Services Are Held
For Infant Twins

SCHOOL PLANS
PHYS ED SHOW

adies Will Serve

Methodists To Meet

Waterfield On Radio

Champ Gets First
1
Tree And
Line

Red Flash, a rangy, hard-driving
dog owned by Silas Musick of
Dayton, Ohio, captured top honors
in the Dixie National Field Trials
here last weekend, by outlasting
170 cooners from 15 states to bring
his proud owner $700, two handsome trophies and two blue ro,' --The 1947 champion started
his bid for g4ory Saturday morning, setting the pace through two.
days of tracking over the one and
one-half mile Nide course located
ii..
y
--farm
ertria
Murray, and tough •ff a strong
bid from Kilro
owned by Mrs.
Bob Little •
nox, Ind., to win
first tree nd first line.
Ki •y won second tree and see.
o. line to cop $300 in prize money
and two red rosettes.
The two day event sponsored by
'''Buddy.. Ryan, found the 170
Farmer Engl
entries being .eliminated rapidly
as 19 elimination heats and three
Ralph Church , former Murray
semi-finals were ran off before
,
,,'other of Max and
resident and
'the top six contenders iygxe..matchKin-chill. • i eye,test some
Ronald
ed in the finals. The eliminations
intere ng facts in a letter to the
and semifinals were run "under
Carabout
r in today's issue
cover" and demanded outstanding
er England, alscraa former rest-ability to track through brush and
dent of Murray,
arpeed of the dogs.
The finals
were run partly undercover and
then the dogs broke into the open
for the final half-mile of the
course to give the spectators a
chance of watching the six champion cooners scrap for top spot in
The suit of H. W. Winchester, the annual feature.
one of 10 asking $130.000 property Firdsb,ls Close
damages from Mrs. Helen Dick,
Three dogs, Red Flash, Kilroy
was withdrawn without prejudice and Cincinnati Joe. a East Moline,
in Calloway - County circuit court
entry tangled in a dead run
resulted throughout the championship event
yesterday. The clairns
from alleged damage to property and dog fanciers who saw the runowned by the plaintiffs resulting off credited Red Flash with exfrom water drawn by a ditch from hibiting all the ability expected of
Beech Creek.
a national winner. Kilroy kept
The claim of Joe Faughn for the issue in doubt until seconds
$1,500 for damages 'to his automo- before Red Flash was named winbile resulting from a collision with ner.
a truck driven by Loman Cope
The other three dogs rounding
was
not
allowed.
The
jury out the final heat were Bole
awarded no damages and found Weave!, Lynnville, Texas; Red
in favor of the defendant.
Clay, Gatesbugig. Ill and Whip

Suit Is Withdrawn
In Dayl'age Case In
Circuit Court Here

Line, Cross Cr4k,'Pa.
As the 170 hopefuls poured into
Murray with backers from over
the nation, every means of transPortation was employed to get the
dogs to the field. At 10:30 Saturday morning three ardent coon dog
Shultz Is Speaker;
followers landed at the Murray
airport with their entry, I Dood It.
Seven Will Graduate
They were H. H. Joop and Curley
At Exercises May 4-8
Herman, Mendota, Ill.,. anal Dr. .F.aa
Baccalaureate and commence- G. Yabsley.
•
ment exercises will be held at
Concord High School on Sun-

COMMENCEMENT
SET AT CONCORD

day evening. May 4, and Thursday evening, May. 8, it was announced here todayaa The Rev.
Rollins Winchester, Lone Oak,
will deliver the baccalaureate sermon and the commencementaaddress. will be delivered .by Prof.
Frfcl Shultz, Murray State College
faculty.
Seven studentP will graduate
• .
school officia;a said.
They area IRon Adams, '3"7
Frances Buchanan.
Bell, Mary
Betty Sue Elkins. -Jackie Stubble*
field. Thomas- Storit and Loyd
Thompson.

Pre-School Clinic
Set For May 9

Registration for pre-school children will be held on Friday afternoon, May 9, at the Murray High
School from 1:30 to 3:30. Parents
who are planning to enter children in school or High School this
fall are asked to register their
children on that date.
Dr. Outland. county health officer, will be present to check the
ehirdretr - School officials have
stated that it is necessary to attend the meeting if plans are
made to enter children in school
this fall.

Dark Fire Leaf Sales Top
15 Million Pound Mark

-Season Ends With
Average Of
Six Operators Return to Murray Office
$23.29
As Phone Strike Enters 18th D
,oles Camh Ground

Murray High School Band Concert To
Be Presented May 1 In Auditorium

Vol. XVII; No. 17

MURRAY POPULATION — 5187

togrk,the greedy market of last year,delivered. an inferior grade to
the flOor. the greatly increased
volume handled this year produced an income per acre approaching that of 1-st year. 'tobacconists said that cains had also
reduced the quality of the crop.

tobacco
dark fired
Murray's
Failure of the French governmarket came to a close on the five, ment tp enter the market had
local floors Friday afternoon after some influence on the local price
reaching a record sales of $3,553.- also, dealers said.
958.84. A total of 15.258,965 pounds
The market last year accounted
of the dark fired leaf was handled
6,423.955 pounds
by the floors during the market for the sale of
season, an amount less
and returned the growers an aver- during the
than half that of this year's total.
age of $21.79 for all sales.
of the 1946
Of the fifteen and a quarter However, the average
29 02 demillion )pounds sold Habig
year. market skyrocketed to
inferior leaf .The ab9,554.065 pounds. went to the as- spite some
demand for medium and
sociation's pool at' a government sente of
quality leaf this year hold the
fixed price of $2 177.67986, The low
considerably below that.
pool averaged $2279 to the grow- average
a million
Approximately half
ere. Buyers paid $1176.278.98 for
Western
the remaining 5.704.880 pounds at pounds of tobacco in the
District was not marketed, i'obacan average of 424.12.
,
Although most farmers, recall- ao men estimated.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

VAGE TWO
COLLEGE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
1603 Main Street
Samuel C. McKee, eastor
•

,

vehicle regulittions, 1 overlooked :
one important provision of ti'
penal code affecting court lees in
traffic violation cases. Justice, ,f

ALMO CIRCUIT
Bryan Bishop, Pastor

HAZEL ciactirr st.I.1110111.1.13T
CHURCH
A. G. Childers, Pastor

\\ eekly Repat of
Police Court

• KI

Temple Hill
the peace
Worship service 11:00 o'clock
Sauth Pleasant Or.,,
Eleven' drtink.!. 'aimeared before
91. wi
1ILlo.
4..
rrItIs
airPVcidCie
getthe
collected in
Sundays.
fourth
and
first
on
R.
a.m.
111410
at
Sunday School
traffic
a
9:43 a.m. Sunday School
for
arrested
is
Judge Hub Murrell this week
City
A Motorist
Evening service on third Sunday,
Mr. D.ivid H. Winslow, Supt. L. Cociper- superintendent.
and taken before. a justice and enriched the,a city coffer by
offenge
.
each
SunSchool
Church
o'clock;
7
Worship Service at 1100 a.m..
10:00 a.m. College Students Bible
feels that the
ol the peace, he
day at 10 o'clock. Youth Fellow-$13.65 -each,
Weihing, first and third Sundays.
_Miss Ella
Class.
I
tflird strike is already. in the
6:30.
4ALLOWAT
evening,
Sunday
INVIN5
each
IT
ship
Youth Fellowship. 6:30 p.m.
Ph.D.; Teacher
This does not
mitl..
catcher's
eveach
Thursday
Meeting
Prayer
Hazel Church
MURRAY CHURCH OF CURI'az 11:00 am. Worship Service
. .
at which abundant water i.
FIRST CHRISTIAN t Ill Kt Ii
Back in 1933. after an absence mean'.that any particular magis- level
Sunday • School at 10:00 a m. Wil- ening 7 o'clOck.
Sixth and Maple Streets
all
hi
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Kentucky Veterans Warned To Avoid Thoroughbreds
Mistakes Of Unbusinesslike Ventures- Take Two Tilts
Kentucky veterans who plan to unless the payment is approved From Jonesboro
ouy'homes today were warned by
Leo F. Whalen, Regional Loan
-Guarantee Officer for the Veterans
Administration,
to igard
against investing in "unwisr and
unbusinesslike ventures." He emphasized that "if the veteran must
buy, he should search the market,
get all possible unbiased advice
and buy cautiously."
Mt. Whalen listed three "commandments" which se said would
enable veterans to avoid many

by the lender, and not then unless
the 'purchase contract specifically
provides that the money so paid is
to be refunded if the loan is not
approved."
2. "Never move in or accept a
home that has been built under
the terms of a construction contract until you are certain that
-the house has been fully completed
according to plans and specifications, and the terms of your contract."
3. "Never contribute finds to
1. "Never pay any money when anyone who proposes to develop
the purchase ccintract is signed, a subdivision and build veteran-
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Calloway. County Dairy Farmers hare an opportunity to make
a very profitable investment by joining the Calloway County Artificial
Breeding Asaociation. The investrrfPnt is 1..ery small, almost negligible,
'---ttrcurriparison with the profits to .be realized from increased production and improved herds.
Let us considecAccost to a dairyman of breeding one cow over
a period of six years:

Total cost

$ 8.00
1.00
30.00
$39.00

On the average, three heifers will be dropped during the six
years. $39.00 divided by three equals $13.00, which would be the
total breeding cost of one heifer. The average productive life of this
animal is..fiye years. $13.00 divided by five equals $2.60, which
the
breeding cost of the cow for each productive year.
The greater the number of cows-and the longer the period of
investment, the less the cost. Take f r instance, the dairyman who has
five cows to breed over a period o
x years:
$ 8.00
Life membership fee
Assessment fee, $1 per cow (paid only once)
5.00
150.00
Breeding fee, $5 per cow for six years
Total cost

$163.00

On the average, fifteen heifers Will be dropped in six years.
$163.00 divided by fifteen equals $10.86-, which is the total breeding
cost of one heifer. $10.86 divided by five (the average productive.life)'
equals $2.17, which is the breeding cost of the cow for each productive
year. .
Actually of course, the original breeding fee is but a very small
proportion of the entire cost of raising a heifer to two years of age. It
costs just as much, $75 to $125, to raise a heifer that Will produce only
four or five thousand poands of mill. as it does to raise a productionbred heifer that`will produce seven or eight thousand pounds of milk.
Let us say conservatively that the production-bred heifer produces only
1000 pounds of milk more than other heifers. Do you know of any
other way you can produce 1000 pounds of milk for $2.60 or less?
A membership in the Artificial Breeding Abspociation Will pay
big dividends in other ways, too. By improving his herd through better •
breeding, the farmer increases the salelvalue orhis cows. He protects
his cows from contagious diseases someitirnt.s spread by natural breeding. And last but not least, he produces cows that are a satisfaction to
himself and a credit to CalloWay County.
E. B. Howton
Department of Agriculture .
Murray State Teachers College
This advertisement paid for in the interest of better cattle for
Calloway County
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HAPPENINGS IN AND NEAR HAZEL

Cedar Lune News

This column is published weekly
The' big rains continue to keen
Mrs. Art Lavendar ancL daugh- Jimmie Paschall and son, Fred Jr.
through the cooperation of this pathe farmers from getting at their
per. Questions should be mailed ter a Athens, Ga., are visiting
Mrs. T. S. Herron and daugh- spring work.
to'the Veterans Employment Repre- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otho ter, Miss Ann, were in St. Louis
Mr. Houston Lax has returned
sentative, United States Employ- I White.
a few days last week.
home from the hospital and is getment Service, Mayfield, Kr.
Mrs. Sallie St. John of Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jenkins ting along nicely now.
Q. I have a blue 'discharge visited Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gib- had as their guests last Sunday
There is a meeting in progress
bons
lest
week.
from the Army. Am I entitled to '
Rev. H. L. Paschall. Mr. and Mrs.
this week at
New Providence
any of the benefits under the G.I.
T-Sgt. Gene Irvan and Mrs.' Ir- 0. Ba,Turnbow, Mrs. Bettie James Methodist
Church being conducted'
I__ a
Bill?.
van and daughter. Dona, of Miami, and Miss Libbie James.
by Rev. Arterburn formerly of
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hill and -Detroit,
A. If you have other than an Fla., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
Mich. ,
Kieth were in Detroit, Mich., a
honorable discharge, you may re- D. Paschall.
Mrs.
Ida
Miller has had an atfew
days
Mr.
last
Will
week.
quest the Veterans Administration
Denham of Murray
Mrs. Paul Daily, Miss Ruby tack of flu and been Under a docto reuiew the circumstances under was in Hazel Monday on business.
Mr. arid Mrs. James Wilson of Blakley, Mrs. Ralph Blakley' and tor's care for several days.
which it was issued. If it is found
Mr. -and Mr's. Prentice Dunn and
that your discharge was issued Memphis spent the week-end visit- children we're in Paducah TuesTori, 'Larry. visited .Mr. and'lMrs.
day.
under conditions other than dis- ing Hazel relative's.
Vaughn
of Buchanan.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White and Keneth
Mr. and Mrs. 15. N. White spent
honorable, you will be eligible for
the week-end in Memphis, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Denh5m were Tenn.. Saturday night and Sunbenefits under the G.I. Bill.
Q. I am a World War I Vet- with Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Garrett in HoplZinsville and Clarksville day:- - - Sunday.
eran, and I was married in June, and family.
,Mr. and Mrs. Sam Givens were
0. B. Turnbuw accompanied his in Mayfield Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hal and
1946. Is my wife entitled to reMr. and Mrs. Charles Parker and son, Bob, to Bruceton and Union ,Mrs. Fay Futrell and Brenda
ceive a 'pension when 1 die?
A. A widow of a World War I children were, visitors in the home City Tuesday.
spent Saturday night and Sunday
Veteran, if she otherwise qualifies, of his brother. Nepolian Parker
with her fdther. Ferd Kennerly
is entitled to receive a pension and family.
and Mrs. Kennerly.
if she was married to die veteran
Mrs. Mollie Thompson and son.
Mrs. Hobert Farris has been very
before December 14, 1944, or for Abe. of Murray were in Hazel
ill since Sunday at her home' On
ten or more years. Consequently. visiting Mrs. H. I. Neely and Miss
Route 2.
your wife would not be eligible EVa Perry.
George E. Junes. son of Mr:
Mr. and Mrs: sake Dunn are both
for pension if you die 'less than
Mrs. Julian Mayer and children and Mrs. Dewey C. Jones, North
ten years after your marriage.
were in Union City last week-end Tenth street. Murray. was one of
Dr. Butterworth was called to
Q. Can •the beneficiary or the visiting relatives.
21 students at the University of See Callie Suiter last Monday and
family of - a veteran make a preMr and Mrs. Rob Roy Hicks Kentucky college of engineering pronounced
him_ with ,_chicken
mium Payment on his G.I. Insur- are the parents of a &fighter to
make,,, a
perfect scholastic pox. He has been very sick the
ance if the veteran • doesn't care born
Monday
morning at the standing for the quarter just end- past week.
to do so?
Mason -Hakpital. They have named ed, D. V. Terrell. dean of the colMiss Barbara Wilkerson visted
A. Yes, but -the- insured veteran her -Mary- -Judith.-"lege, Announced-WA-ay.
it aula Mae Hose Saturday.
has utile right to change his beneMrs. Jimmie Pierce and daughJones is a' junior majoring in
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Futrell, Orkin
ficiary or beneficiaries at any time ter of Memphis spent last week in civil engineering. He is
a grad- Hurt, Bettie and George Futrell,
without consulting with. Or receiv- 'Hazel visiting her mother, Mrs. uate of Murray High School.
Mrs. George Gibson and Fula -Mae
•
ing the approval of any one. He

The MurraPligtate college baseball team won a double-header
from Arkansas State of Jonesboro, Ark., here Tuesday 12-11 and
9-1 at the Murray High field. It
was the third straight victory for
Murray over Arkansas this seasari.
Scheduled as a seven inning
game, the first tilt went into the
eighth frame after the teams were
tied 11-all.
Murray scored its
Winning run in the eighth on a
squeeze Play when Claude Nunnelly bunted to score -Rip Wheeler
from third.
Murray's 14 hit attack was led
by First Baseman Wheeler's two
doubles in two trips to the plate
and Hal Manson's three for four.
Pete Austin, Arkansan shortstop,
hit a homer with one on in the
seventh.
Jim Taylor received credit for
the victory, relieving Newt Buchana in in the second inning. Arkansas connected for 11 hits and
made four errors. Murray also
committed four errors.
Johnny "Red" Reagan pitched a
six-hitter in the secend game to
give the Thoroughbreds a clean
sweep. Harold Loughary homered
for Murray in the fourth to tie
the game at that state 1-1.
Murray scored six runs in • the
sixth inning on three hits. Jim
Pearce homered with the bases
loaaled and. Loughary eonnecl
for a round tripper with one on in nent policy for cash at any nine.
the same inning. Q. Will my 10 per cent World
Murray connected for eight hits War II disability of $13.80 be inand made one error. Arkansas creased in event I marry?
made...Ave errors.
A. No. Your compensation is
based on the degree of disability
homes thereon, until you are cer- and not in the number of dependtain that the project has been ap- ents.
My son hal been totally disproved by the VA, and that some
lender has agreed to finance it." abled for the 'met five months. I
"This is not the ideal time to would like to know if he must pay
buy a home or farm or, to get his National Service Life InsurrWd in business. unless the vets. ance premiums, or is a waiver on
prem ums grant
eran comes acroes a real good,
sound, proposition," the VA ofA. Yes, he Must continue to
ficial stated. "The veteran should
not let tate intensity of his desire pay his National Service Life In. ..psemiums a. until.
rehouse and care for his Zarrnly suranee
blind him to the very definite ceives notice from tne .ireterans
danger of mortgaging his future Admihistration to discontinue these
happiness and security in imposs- payments. There is no automatic
waiver. - When the veteran has
ible housing debts." ,
totally disabled ,for six
Mr. Whalen also pointed out that been
the veterans hate up to ten years months, he should submit a writafter the official end of the war ten application .for waiver of premiums to the Veterans Administo apply for G.I. Loans.
tration, together
with whatever
medical evidence he may have of
Mr and Mrs. L. M Parrish of his disability
condition.
-Sheffield, Ala., were gueets this
week of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Gibson.

Mr. Dairyman, Will It Pay?

Life membership fee
Assessment fee per cow (paid only once)
Breeding fee, $5 per year for 6 years

Veterans' Corner

PAGE TARED

George Jones Gets
High Record At UK
'

Marshall County
Trees Bring Money
One hundred and ten trees
grown on 15 acres of bottom
woodlands on the Sam n Gold farm
in Marshall county, were sold on
the studio for $1,275. Robert H.
Rider, county foraktry assistant,
estimated the trees would make
75.000 board feet.
Rose- enjoyed an
lake Sunday.

outing

on

the

Mr. and Mrs. .George Gibson
were Saturday night guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Futrell. -.
The writer had a' real surprise
Saturday afternoon when an airplane landed in front of the house,
pulled up to the mail box and who
got bet but My neighbor, George
Gibson. In a few moments he was
back -to his 'plane and taking off
for the airport. He only stopped by to say hello and pick,up his
mail. .
Mrs. Winnie Alexander spent
Saturday with Mrs. Pearl Clayton.
Those calling to see Mrs. Bertha Ruse and family the past
week were Mr. and Mrs. Will Alton
of Hazel. Mrs. Lawrence McClure
and children. Mr. and Mrs. Jay
Futrell and 13ettie Orlane Hurt.
Edward Fitts of Puryear visited
his grandmother and grandfather
11"
eclheaTeri. -MS' Maher; 'Mrs.'
Bertha Ruse in the afternoon. His
little son_ John Allen, has had a .
bad attack of flu.

•

REAL ESTATE'FOR SALE!

One 50-acre farm, located four miles from Murray
CITY PROPERTY
on Highway near New Hope church. This is one of the
One
nice
new
home
on S. 11th St., 5 nice rooms and
fine small farms-of the county. All open land has been
limed and phosphated;eand is growing clover. All improve- bath. Hardwood floors, nice kitchen cabinets, full basements are practically new, which consists a a nice four ment with new furnace. This is a beautiful new home and 4
room house, smoke house, poultry house, 10-stall stock ris' vacanrlf you are interested' in a new home and one
barn, fine double shedded tobacco barn and a four acre which you can occupy at once, see this one.
tobacco base. This is a real Iftly if sold within the next 30
One new home on Sycamore stieet. This home eon--roorn*--and--1**14b 4owsutt-alror,
41-nd-the nprAtairs- wd.-This home is Well construct.;
One 53 1-2 acre farm, unimproved, except one tobacco floored;--sunded- and finisf
barn.. Loeated 4 miles southeast.ef Murray. This is a very ed, and is on city sewerage. ;The Jot is 65x202Jett and it
Productive farm, and there is TO. a'c res Of fine timber is priced to sell with immediate possession. In fact no one
GI this can be
which would sell for $1,000700. This earn
based at ha ever lived in this house. I( you are
purchased on a very_ small down payment if your monthly
a very reasonable price.
••
One 75-acre farm, located. 4 miles southeast of Mur- income is sufficient.
ray, on Training school bus line, milk route and mail route.
One fine brick home one block from the court square.
This farm is highly productive and all improvements are This is one of the fine homes in Murray, and if you are
excellent, which consists of a fine 10-room dwell* house," intereAted in a real modern home close in, then you should
wash house, poultry houses, two fine tobacco barns, gar- see this one:
age and a fine stock barn. This farm has 4.4 acre tobacco
One 5-room house on 'large lot on North 5th street, tobase. Owner is moving to Murray-and is willing to sell at gether with a new - garage, coal and _,wood house. This
a sacrifice.
properly, is...well located and can be_purc•hased worth the
One 202-acre farm, located near -Sinking Spring money.
This is one of the fine farms in Calloway County,
One nice ri4.00m home on Poplar near-High School.
. Dairy Herd Pays church.
All land has been limed and phosphated and is producing
2.000 pounds of tobacco per acre. and 15 barrels of corn Hardwood floors, nice bath room fixtures, full basement,
Dairy herd ijnprovement associgarage and a nice let. -Thrs Property can be purchased
ation records show that a 40-cow per acre. This farm is exceptionally well improved, Which worth the money, as ar.vner is leaving the city. See this one
herd owned by Browning Gurrell consists of two nice homes, fine tobacco barns and an exwithout delay.
of Logan county returned$3 10 for cellent stock barn and large tobacco base. If you want
every dollar spent for feed ac- to own one of the finest farms in Calloway County, you
One modern home on North 4th Street. This is one
cording to County Agent John will want to see this one.
of -the fine homes in. Murray, modern in every respect,
.
Watlington. The average producOne .86-acre farm. located two miles from Murray. large lot, oil furnace and is really a .home you will marvel
tion per cow was 8.064 pounds of
This
is a highly productive farm, having been limed, phos- at when you view the interior. If you are interested in a
milk and 372 pounds of butterfat
Chance.
The feed cost of producing 100 phated and hundreds of loads of stablelnanure having fine home for keeps, this is your
One fine building lot on North 4th street, 75x2-27 and
pounds of milk was $1.51.
been scattered tt‘•er this land. 12 acres of finii..timber and
located in one,of ..the fine farming sections of Calloway it is a corner lot. There is a real future in this lot, and it
Mr and Mrs. Henry Adams of County. All improvements are in good condition; fine well is priced to sell.
Mayfield are the parents of' a son of water and a large pond for livestock. If you 'want a
One nice 6-room house on Olive street. This home is
who was born on April 214
good farm, close in to Murray and priced to sell, let me in ft tine residential section and can be purchased at a
show you this one.
reaSonabltprice: Possession in 30 days.
One 10-acre traet, together with nice improvements,
One fine piece of business property on N. 16th street,
two miles from Murray On Highway; electrically equip- which consists of a nice stone building and fine living quarped. This is an excellent opportunity for someone who ters upstairs. There is also a 100x1`00 foot•lot at the rear
wants small acreage and a nice home. Priced to sell.
of this buikling which is a very valuable lot. If you are inOne 33-acre farm, 3 miles from Murray on the old terested in going in the grocery business, or if you want td
Paris Highway. One 5-room house, electric. lights, 1 to- invest and lease for an, income that will yield you 10 per
bacco barn shedded on one side, poultry house, on school cent on your investment,'then see this property.
One fine home, located.on S. 9th and Vine, which conbus route to Murray Training Sehool, mail route and milk
route, 1.4 acre tobacco base. Dark Fired, also .8 acre Bur- sists of 6 fine rooms, hardwood floors,• bath, electric hot
ley base. This is a nice small farm and can be purchased water heater, nice kitchen cabinets, and a beautiful lot.
-Concrete street on west side, also concrete street on the
at a very reasonable price.
• '
One 215-acre farm, located ast east of city limits of north. This is one of the best bargains we have; so see
Murray. This is one of the f3ne corn produCing farms of this one today and-ger possession May 1st.
One nice new home on South 9th extended; 5 rooms,
the county, which is located in the Clark's river bottom
and the overflows keeps it producing•fine corn year after hall, bath and electric hot water heater. Nice...hardwood
year. There is also one fineobacco barn on this farm, to- floors. This house was built tecorcling 'to FHA specificagether with 1.2 mile of railroad track frontage, which no tions and is a good one, and owner is Offering to sell 'at a
dowlvt-•eri
of constrterietft-ralue. This fine farm can ,bargain becatHel bf- the--faet,be in leaving-the -city. -If you
are 4 GI, this home can be purchased with a small down
be plirchased at a reasonable price.
•
One 50-acre farm, located ,6 miles east of Murray on payment.
One 5-room house on .State College street, one block
good gravel road. This farm has one,tobacco barn; and the
land has not been cultivated in 10 years, and is in a high from N. 16th. Lot 192.x1p0. This is located (near the Col.
_
state of cultivation'. This farm can be purchased _for lege and is priced tO sell. 1
$1.000.00 if sold within the next 10 days. This is the barOne nice new brick honi# on Vine street, between 8th
Bring your home up•to.date.
gain you have been waiting for.
and -9th streets. Nice hardwood floors, full size basement,
with Celotex Rock Wool
the permaInsulation .
One 39-acre farm, located 2 miles west of Flint Bap- furnace, garage .in basement, ,electric hot water heater.
nent home improvement
tist church. This farm has 25 acres of fine land and 4 acres This is nice modern brick home and is absolutely pried
of good timber and 3:7 -acre tobacco base. One :1-room to sell.-*
that adds so much to living
house, 5-stall stock barn, fine well of water and running
comfort for all the family.
One elaborate home.cin'OliNe-)Avd,Wis a rare oppor_water for stock the year round: This is a farm that is be- iiinity‘tliat you coiird . purchase a home of this type.- PropBegin now.to erijoy a
ing offered for a limited time only at $1,950. Immediate erty can only. be shown by appointment, but to see this
home that's warmer and
possession can be had.
is to want it. •
more healthful in winter
69 acres on Lake. near Jonathan creek. This Lake
. . . and pleasantly cooler
Three wonderful building lots on ,the South side.of
property is one of the best Lake views on the reservoir, and Sycamore, also 6 nice building lots on South 9th extended,
in summer. Forel sa s ings 14,11
there is sufficient timber to build many cottages. This is a all of which are to be sold at a reasonable price.
payjor thejob in aJr u• seasons!
real developing proposition: and can be purchased at a
Your best insulation inI also have many beautiful building lots loCated in
price that one interested in developing same could, make a any part' of the city.
vestment is:
nice profit. See this If you are interested in Lake.frornage.
If yoft are interested in buying - real estate or selling
One 85-acre farm, near North Pleasant Grove church. real estate I mottidrbe grad of the opportunity to be of serfThis farm is well improved, and good productive soil. This vice to - you. '
•
ROCK WOOL
farm can be purchased all together, or 30 acres with all
installed by your Registered
I also write fire insurance on city and suburban prop.
improvements, or 55 acres unimproved. You will like this
erty, as well as automobile insurance.
farm.
Celotex Applicator

4 -

CieLoTEx

JEFF HUGHES
502 Elm Street
MURRAY, KY.
PHONE 1294
ROCK WOOL INSULATION end
WEATHER STRIP CO.
Hapkinsville, Ky.

Baucum Real Estate and Insurance Agency
Office Phone 122

Office, Pestees Savings Bank Bldg., on Main Street

R. A. (Dick) Shell

T.0. Baucum, Sr.

OINNIMMIM)
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Toinen's patire
MRS. H. I SLEDD, &ft ietY Editor
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Phon,

Lltsb _News' Activities

Bush
*on]

Rings On Her Finger

Locals

Mrs Quot
of the -Ke
Eg.iness an,
Clubs, was
dinner meet
"P.W. club
house on
Dinne
dining room
fully decor:
spring flowi
The,folIT
sented in th

Weddings

1,

Mrs. Max Hurt Talks
' Mrs. Claude Darnell Is
Household Shower Is •
told. the club To Mt. Hebron Group
Hostess At Shower For
Given On April 12
.
.
about the district meeting to be
Mr. and Mrs. T. Atkins
Mis.ses'Altie and Carlene Lamb
The Eastside alMemekets Club held at the college on April 21.,.1 The Mt. Hebron W.S. of. C.S.
meeting
regular-imonthly
its
held
Friday teeat. Are ii 11. Mrs.
The Utopia Club of CallowaY were honored with a household
met Wedmaday. April 16. at the, There were four visitOrs. eight ,
churitt on Tuesday, April ••glaude Darnell_ _entertained with County met Thursday night, April shower- at their new home on
home of Mrs Eueene Shipley The mi.mbers and two children present ITU the
a household shower honoring Mr. 1'1. at the county agent's °Met. April 12. Many nice and useful
lesson for tha day was P•-rtelele The next meeting is to be held at. '
l:
'
Those present were Mrs. B. F. and Mrs. Ted Atkins.
The nieeting, was called to order gifts were received.
Lamp Select orcend U. eiven by ' the aiume of Mrs Curtis Hayes.
1
....
Guthrie. Mrs. Noble • Fuqua. Mies
Refreshments were served to the
by Wayne Oyer, president, after
present
were
.Mr.
e
hose
and
,e:.
-eii "Small. Mrs Newel Doan
Mrs: which .group singing was enjoyed. following:
Mr.
end
Sid
Darnell.
Mrs
elere.- E: ft.. Smith Mrs.' Eddie Bile .t _ '
Mrs. 'Fussy Kirkland, Mrs. Bennie
lied and -15 meinfttr.
A...dough
llow
•parne11 and' son and
Tr.„.ttriP,r1.i,:i
Smith. lir
Mrs.
Wigton, Mrs. Claud
esiv,reliarr
Finney. Irene Lamb, Mrs. Estelle
eaponded7
a
-e
'
ra rrrffl-ws
a-leal4_b
Tt
e
...._
e
3
./3-toisr,„ ..060.r.
Stayks. Mr. and Mrs. Neil Starks,' iitz group welcomed the fol- Bezzell: Wilma June Bazzela Milodrick. Mrs. 0 T Guier and Mrs
dean Smith, Mrs. -Margaret Riley,
' el S it - M.
• - ' d M•- B •
t,
Alla, Pigs
Mrs. Helen- .Tedwell, Mrs. Frances
. and Mrs: Riley eJohnsona•Mrs.
Mr
and
'Mrs
Hamilton,
Mr.
and
„Songs_ sung were Dwelung
y. Jean
B. Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Burd Mrs. Harrison and Mi. Ellis, all Ilargrove,
Beulah and and Help Sometgsdy
Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Nolen At- of the Graves County Utopia Club. Pat Finney, Cysta Finney, Mrs.
odar.
,Lorene Hargrove, Mrs. Don Hill,
kins, Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins,
The speaker for the evening was Mrs. Graham Rogers and Latricia
The program follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rowland, Mr.
Di Outland, county health officer, and Brenda, Mrs. Homer G. DarDevotional, conducted by Mrs.
and Mrs. Ansel Griffin;
whose topic was "Diseases." He nell and Billy, Mrs. Jessie YoungNewel Doores: What Prayer Car.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stater: Mr. discus!ed cancer, diptheria and
Do. Mrs. Noble "Fuqua, The garblood, Mrs. Algie Tidwell, Mrs
dener, Mrs. Eddie Hillingtom and and Mrs. Edison Burkeen. Mr and sneillpox.
Myrtle Tucker, Mrs. Gill Watso
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Elroy
Suave
Mr
Smith.
A Sure Defense. Mrs. E. H.
The next meeting will be held and Janice Fay and Donald
Atkins,
B.
Evans.
Mrs.
Clinton
J.
At the Hose of the program.
Mrs. Charles A. Lamb. Ita
My 15, at 8:00 p.m. in the counKatherine Atkins,
Mrs. Max Hurt of Murray gave Dallas
ty agent's office. All members Earl Lamb and Gene, Dan and
Bernice
Lee
Walton,
Janice
Suiter,
a very interesting- talk on goat
are •urged 'to be" present and new W. C., Mrs. eCslenn Smith, Mrs.
achievements for the coming year. Brooks Starks,' .IRtrry Dan John- members are Welcome.
Fred Tucker and Mary Ann and
Starke.
son.
Bob•Johnson,
Kennieth
I-me,: - Mary Hendrick had charge
Fredda Kay, Mrs. Christeen Tuck
Mr and Mrs. Ted Atkins and Mr.
•
of the Bible study.
er, Harold. Nancy Carolyn and
Parnell.
Miss Mary Ellis Has
Lesson for' May will be the hie-and Mrs. Cleade
F,r,d..Tucker. Jr., Mrs. Clellon Wil• - ,
Birthday-Celebration
kerson and Shirley Ante Mrs. RuWhitlow.
Oreille
Mr.
and
conducted
by
and-Mrs.
of the Bible. to .be
aro yn,
- Miss Mary Ellis celebrated her by Wilkerson and Nancy
Adams.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Chines
Mrs. 0. T Curet,
fourteenth birthday Saturday night, Mrs. Oyna Darnell, Mrs. Hubert
Mx.
and
Mrs.
The group vise dismissed with.. James • Belcher..
Janie,
April 9. with a parts given by Bazzell and Bobby and
Charles Darnell. Mr. ens! Mrs.
prayer by Mrs. Hendrick.
Jeanne Darnell, Nelda Turner, LoMr. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis.
,Bernie Adams and Bobbie, Mr.• •'
retta Turner;
Games and contests were played
and Mrs. Roy Poole,. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charlie Cloys, Mrs, Effie
White-Stubblefield Vows
afterthe
throughout
enjoyed
and
Craig Outland. Mr. and Mrs.' Rudy
Garland, Mrs. Lillie Bazzell, Miss
Mist Margurote White. daughPhyllis
Pasgoing
to
'it.
prizes
no'
Freeland and Cindy, 'Mr. and Mrs.
Lettie Mills, Mrs. Dathel Wilkerter of Mr. and Mrs Macon White.
John Johnson: Mr. 'and . Mrs. Ru- chiall, Junior Hook, Robbie
son. Mrs. Mattie Jones, Mies Opal
of Hezel. became, the bride of Mr.
fus Atkins and Mei garet "Ruth, moo and Bobbya Johnson.
Snow, Mrs. Cletie Black, Mrs.
Charles Lock Stubblefield. son of
A party. plate wee. ,served to Henry Finney and Loretta Fay,
:Mr. and Mrs. Raymond CraWford
Mr. and Mrs Porter Stubblefield
Donald. Mr.' and Mrs, Clyde Joan Cook, Nella Jean Workman. Mrs. Ethel Darnell, Mrs.! Theron
and
of Murray on April 18 at eleeen
Holtfietd. 'cif Mayfield. Mr. and Sarah Dell Story, Phyllis Paschall, Crouch and Juanita and Loretta.
o'clock
The single ring cerek
Virginia Robbie Salmon, Marilyn Walker, Mrs.. Hassle Cloys, Mrs. Tannie
Mrs. James Barnett.
Rev.
In°11Y WpS Per4Med by the
Mr
Johnny rh,rles Magness_ Merritt
Mr"----Fitith-Pe•tr. Ws. -6u, .
.
J. D. iiriwand.• !turret • 'Howard:- dile Youngialoixi and Janet Ruth
The bride chose for her ettire I
Mi. a d Mrs. Robert Phiaps and Juflior Hook: Bobby Johuson, Pat and Doris June, Mrs. Alice ita=
. with May in your eyes ...
a soft blue dress with black acofMr and Mrs. Ralph- Kimbro. and, Jones, Paul Blankenship, Billy riae, Mae. AL. Hazzeti. Mrs. Liz.•
ceseciries and her corsage was
.M'ai Darnell and the hone`ree.
. I Prancy of 'Ferndale. Mich.
Mrs., 'Wel Adams,
zie
a Gage on your head ...
gardeides.
in
Cesburvi
•aseisted
Onida
Mrs..
Mrs. Ina Mae Youngblood, Mies
. Games were pLyed. fool •.prizeS
• MksGingle.s, maid.
serving.,
and
eivivrtgiiiing
and Spring in your hecrt
Maudie Marine, Mrsr Ciotti Bazkonor wore a grey son - with red- were um- by Bernice Let Walton
The honoree-received malty nice zell and Shelba, LYnda and Ron'
acCeseories. Her flowers were red and Nun Atkins. after which ice
Peggy
Sadie
Parris
and
gif,s
nie,- and Mrs. rsther Smith.
carnations.
Billy Joe Stubble- cream -and cake were served. •
• . •
td-aerds sent gifts.
field attended his brother as best
•
Locust Grove W.S.C.S.
man.
WiHiama-Burkeen
Mrs‘Stubblefield• is a grad....,• Kirksey W.S.C.S.
Meets With Mits. Pierce'
Meets
Saturday
of Hez,.1 High School. cle-Wedding Vows Read
The Locust Grove Women's SoEVERY AGE 1945 Mc. Stubblefield. a gradeae.
HATS BY GAGE
FOR
The Apra meetuat of the Kirk-'Saturday, April 19
ciety of Christian Service met SatSchool. sey Wornaes - Society of Christian
Concord 'High
of New
12, with Mrs Paul
Mu ..rid Mrs Hardy Nealeae, of matey. -April
.serUed • 18 months an the U.S. Service
as held at the, dearth
members_ alid qne
near Dexter announcir, ethe.in.m.,. Pierce .with ,1,1Army...:•-•Saturday opertnees, April 12. There
visitor _present. The meeting bedaughter,
tineile.
to
.riiit:e
Ai
their
etitiple
the.,
erneny
aitle
After
Wirre4C members present.
with the song, aLeti the
H y Burkeen. son of Mr. and Mrs. gatt
'ewe-dieing rip'
left for
The progratri opened with group A. J. Burkeen also of near Deice Lower Lights Be Burning.a Rlill
East St Louie:
singing feittewed: :, by the devo- :ter. ,,I;he Rev,,H. f.. Blankenship cell was anewereda,with. favorite
Scripture
tion,' led by' Mrs.-- Effie Stanley. !read . the impressive single ring Books in the Bible.
The following ladies appeared on aceremony at his home fn Kirk-. lesson by Mrs. Attie Carson. praylay em. Mrs. Lacy H•inley; A New
at 1,2 aciock on stitur,
•
the ifirograrh:
• • Day Has Dawned in Nkelenqa
la.
Mrs. -Eunice Larson. Mrs. Betty I""
Nsr. Mrs. Ophia Watson; The Righteous
•Imer. Mrs. Alta Carson. Mrs. i1 The ceuple was attended by
Shall. Flourish Like a Palm Tree
—
..xie Palmer and Mrs. Mary Rad- .,ncT Mrs "'1'd 'Lee cousins of
Mrs. Robbie Staples: prayer. Mrs
.
, the bride.
. 4.
Letha Chambers; The Power ef
Mrs. Burkeen was attired for
!evert
Palmer
gas's
a
Chrietelle
*
wi
Influence, Mrs. Meyna .Pierce.
the annue? eonferance which i• er wedding in a navy -blue salt prayer. Mrs. Dixie Patiner:• Thi•
: with ' -navy and white iieeteesories.
-at/eroded at -Milan.-Tenn. ,
Werld's Greatest Sin. Mr.. 'Suet
The .Brble:_lessun,wii.s. given, by _ elate aaredeareereeekeeved with the
4tiratthesomAe.riun.
Army.
'ars. Alta CdERNI1 and a busine:.s
Bible study. Mrs., Mary Radford
hrlih
s eri
yari%•%Pits
ii-eurtrIngttnIn:-..*.in"ftle" .6 ''e"*°71.
wes conducted by the pres- mk:nraukteedt
Benediction was held by jr •
where
Mr.
Burkeen
is
engaged
in
ident. May Reid. The meeting
h'' d' and leayiee
farming.
was dismissed with prayer
Mrs. Curtis Hayes.

Lamps Are Subject For
Eastside Homemakers

THURSEI

Dr. J. .4. Outland is"
Utopia Club Speaker

Miss Rowland

•

•

•

Pleasant
Holds Re;

The Plea:
Society wit
in the hort
ford with
Mrs. Cra.
tional, aTh
using Mark
Bro. Claren
Miss Res
to the Pre
on the sub
ing talk, "I
wei.s.-delieter
The closi
by eMrs. I
which delic
served.

..

l

-

Il

e'll remember you

..... always

S7.95

•
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B.

general staff, and is holder of the
Hartford,
Mrs,"-'-Annie'
awards and decorations:
Ohio street, Paducah, announces following
Purple Heart.' AmeriStar,
Bronze
youngest
her
marriage
of
the
can Defense, American_ Theatre
seven
U1
lain R. Dale Parker, son of Mr. an
stars and an arrowhead,
and Mrs: R. R. Parker, Murray. campaign
Victory Medal, Army of OccupaRoute 3.
a
• .
tion. French Croix de' Guerre and
the
at
place
The marriage took
the „Presidential Unit Citation. He
home of Rev. L. D. Wilson in Muris a graduate of Murray! State
ray at la pm on Monday. March Collett' and formerly taught at
17.
New Concord ,and Kuttawa High
leave black with School-.
The
bride
rhinestone accesaLries. • Her flowCaptain aisd Mrs. Parker left
ers Acre orchids.
for Washington, D. C., where he
The attendants were Mr. and is stationed,•and will make their
•
Mrs. W. H. Parker. Miss Mery home at 1862 Park Road.
KatAryn Parker and Mrs. Annie B.
-a-ailartteeta-Gene Arnold tif 'Paducah-spent
Captain Parker is at present several days last week :is the
assigned to the War Department. guest of Ched Stewart.

4%.

GOOD
LUCK

GRADUATES

VILesleyas
Hears M i

The West
last MoriZta;
home of
with Mrs.
Miss Al:
speaker, gi
discussion
China," Ti
by Mrs. A.
ing prayer
hewn. Mrs
aided..
Refriahm
members
Mrs. James

FOR A MEAL. THAT'S TOPS
IN SATISFACTION...

•

Littleton's

the. next
Mrs. Trilmi
10 at 2 o'cli

Mrs. Bur
With Ho

Featuring
TENDER, JUICY
MEATS

s

.• Pork Chops
i
!

Genies w
tnettt.• we

• Steaks

`ARO
i
A
,1

On SAL
19, Mrs. .
honored w
at the bon
,keen on
Hostesses
kikei

mad)
, twt
St

• Delicious Desserts
• Homemade Pies

I
i
'

LET"

2 I

• Ice Cream

FRE:

I
1
1
.

1I
I

Pc

BLUE BIRD CAFE
Albert Crider

Leon Crider

5.

FRE
2

GRE
2

•••••••••••••■111M1MilEMII

NEV

Ri

Spring Clean-Up!

FIG
8-

-PU
FR'

KOOLMISr
(

To give new life and beauty to
your draperies, curtains
and slip covets
- .

IN

TO FRIENDS and FAMILY OF THE GRADUATE:

ORIGINAL
DESIGN

:

The graduate deserves a very special gift
from our very special.
selection

BE]
, PlIs

Kre
Hoi

. •

ay

SEND THEM TO THE

Pee

COI-LIEGE'CLEANERS

Ap

TODAY

An

Bla
r t.f

Chi
For Her

For Him

All clothes insured against fire
and theft while in our
possession

• Pearls

TI
• Pens and Pcncils

•
.•• •Compacts
A

• Billfolds

• Bracelets

Fri
A

•

• Rings

• Cigarette-Cases
and Lighters

TRULY FINE CLEANING

• Earrings

• Leather Goods

• Chattin Pins

H. B. BAILEY
114 South Fifth

THE JEWELER
Telephone 211-J

Murray Fashion Shoppe

COLLEGE CLEANERS
Across From the Boys Dorm
Phone 4300..

Telephone 307-W
MRS. ETHEL KEY

MISS EFFIE WATSON

•
.....M•••••*"

•

^

• Ru
Ataai

't
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Business And. Professional
*omen Honor Mrs. Grable

W. B. Moser Speaks "What Every Young Girl Should Sew
To Lynn Grove PTA

Stephen Edwards and Mrs. A. B. 0. Wrather, Mr. and Mrs. H. L Dufin spent Sunday with VIr. and Oakley. W. Z. Carter, Mrs. Tom
MIS. Charlie Worthington in Jack- Rowlett and Miss Mary Elizabeth
bainsville.
Fla.,
of
Tom Bell
Roberts.
son,
Tenn.
of
visaed Miss Maxine Crouch
Mrs. James H. Richmond, Miss
Joe
Mrs.
and
Batts
MrS:,
Robert
Lynn Grove last week.
Anne Richmond and Mrs. Jan
Mrs. Lar Mobley of Ridge Johnson of Fulton were vistors Moore spent •several days •last
Sprang, S. C., iS visiting her pa- in Murray Tueltday.
week in Nashville. They were acAmong those from Murray who
rents, Dr. and Mrs. Hugh WEIcompanied by _Wid Ellison who
last
KEA
Louisville
in
attended
rath.
visited Mrs. Ellison in Nashville.
Hardy Woodbridge, student at week were Dr. and Mrs. J. W.
Miss Margaret Graves. was a
Miss
Carr,
Vernon
Anderson,
the University of Mississippi, OxDurkee, Roman Pry- guest during the week-end of her
ford, was a week-end guest in Charlotte
sister, Mrs. Dick Hagan and Mr..
the home ra Mr. and Mrs. C. Is. diakevytch, Cecil Bolton, Miss Hagan io Louisville.
Rubie Smith, George Morey, Joe
Sharborough.
Captain and Mrs. Harold L. CunMr. and Mrs. G. Owen of Broad Golz, Miss Margaret Campbell,
street spent the weekend in Louis- !diss Tennie Breckenridge. Miss ningham and son of Carlisle. Pa.,
ville visiting their son and his Mayielle Johnton, Miss Mildred, spept the past week with .Mr. and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Ginoth Owen, Hatcher, Miss Hallene`Hatcher, M. Mrs. Oakland Cunningham.

• LOT ALS

The Lynn Grove P.T.A. held its
last meeting of the year on April
Mrs. Queenie Grable, president
9 with Mrs. Otis Workman preof the Kentucky Federation of
siding,
Eas mess and Professional Women's
A report on the health clinic reClubs, was honored guest at a
cently conducted by Dr. Outland
dinner meeting of the local B. and
was given by Mrs7Paul Canter,
•P.W. club at the Woman's Club
Twenty - nine
chairman.
health
house on last Thursday evenpre school children and 23 mothShe
iii
served
l
Dinner a'as
ers were present at this. meeting.
dining room from a table beauti. the eXamination by Dr. OutAfter
fully decorated with bouquets of
land. the 'children were enterspring flowers.
tained by Mrs. McCamish, the
The, following program was preprimary teacher and children with
sented in the auditorium:
an erg hunt. Party plates were
Jr.
served in the cafeteria.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Ross, who
W.S.C.S.
of
teacher
Moser,
Coldwater
B.
Mr. W.
Pleasant Grove Group
formerly made their home in St".
inbeen
-Murray—High school had
' Discusses Resolutions
Louis. Mo., have returned to this
Holds Regular Meet
vited as guest speaker, and being
county and will reside with their
Small house ill Dexter. Ky., 4-room house, outbuildThe ColdWater W.S.C.S met at one of the charter P.T.S. memThe Pleasai.t Grove Missionary
son, Ray Ross and family at Almo
evening,
church Saturday
ings and nice lot. Priced cheap.
Society wies entertained te..ently Abe
bers of the county, was called on
.
were
Heights
They
accompanied
in the home.of Mrs. Nix Craw- March 19 Opening Fong. "Gig to read the "Installation Cerehome by their son, J. B., but. he
house on Aprner of 5th and
10-room
lot,
and
House
was
devotional
The
Jesus."
7.1e
ford with 16 Members present.
mony" for the new officers who
returned to St. Louis on Sunday. Poplar Sts. Lot 100x100 ft. One of the 114st located places
Mrs. Crawford gave the devo- led by Mrs. Madre& Adams.
were:
Miss Mattie Wear is ,"a patient in the city.
tional, "The Triumphant Christ,"
After a short business session,
in
Mrs. Paul Canter;
ill te Mason hospital for treatPresident,
using Mark 16:4-7 with prayer by the following program was given vice-president, Mrs. Claud DeHouse and lot in Almo, Ky. Extra nice 4-room house,
Bro. Clarence Smith.
on resolutions:
treasurer,
Board; secretary and
bent.Millard L. Erwin and two sons. lot 100x200 ft. Electricity. Good high school, plenty of
A New Resolution, Mrs. Tany Mrs. Mary Riddings.
Miss Bessie Collie, a delegate
John Wesley and Oscar of Louis- c'hurches, good stores. A good little town to live in.
•
to the Presbytery, gave a report Kirkland; Let Us Resolve to be
ville al visiting Mr. and Mrs.
After' the business meeting a
Let
Stubblefield:
Housesand lot on West Main. Nice five-room he
on the subject.. A very interest- Kind, Mrs. Noma
Hub Erwin and Mr. and Mis. C.
Jeffrey
Mr.
by
announsements
few
ing talk, "India at the Threshold," Us Resolve to be Patient, Mrs. in regard to commencement were
W. Cunningham of the South extra nice lot ,and an ideal place to live.
ie Ezell; Let 1.14 Resolve to
masa delieersel by_Mra..Smitlis
Pleasant Grove community.
Canter had charge
House -and two acres of land on South 4th St.
Mrs. Lorene Wil- made. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Paschall and
The closing prayer was given 7ut on Charity.
program.
the
of
Rt.'s,
The
of
Part
a
You
priced cheap.
Are
house
son;
cFlughter, Pattllou, have returned
•
by aMrs. A. J. Marshall after
Mrs. DeBoard gave a reading.
Blankenship.
from a visit with friends in Tallawhich delicious refreshments were vival, Mrs. H. P.
akd lot 'on South 15th. Two 3-room apartments.
House
the
was conducted then Mr. Jeffrey introduced
study
Bible
The
.
hassee, Fla.
served.
.
Priced to sell.
by the pastor after which the so- speaker. Mr. Moser. He very inMrs. Russell Phillips of Lexinghe next meeting will be with
vital
the
discussed
terestingly
prayer.
by
dismissed
was
ciety
House and lot on South 15th. Two 3-room apartments
ton
a
was
week-end
in
guest
the
Mrs. Talmage Crawford on May
•• - • • •
question of "Safety,". beginning in
home
lot.
of
and
—large
Mr.
Mrs.
L.
C.
Shar10 at 2 o'clock.
and highways. . . . is a new summer outfit, for hot weather descends on us so rapidly
i the home, schools
borough.
Mrs. Jones Entertains ‘
• • •
House and lot on West Main extended. 7 rooms and
Mr. Mo;er is very capable of talk- that its the smart teen-ager who starts sewing today on the clothes
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Hub, Mrs.
shalt need leirsa_sultry II •
• ill • I
_ Lot 100x260 ft. Priced to sell.
Wesleyan Service Guild
summer
your
in
"musts"
be
should
that
styles
summer
subtwo
are
Here
the
on
school
in
classes
some
Needlework and discussions of
and lot one block west of College on Farmer
House
Hears Miss Alice Waters
One is a poncho blouse (left) that drapes to give figure
Spring flowers were enjoyed by ject and is very much intersted in clothes line-up.
hardwood floors, extra nice built-ins, garrooms,
5
Ave.
nothing more than a flat
it's
off,
it
take
you
when
but
lines
flattering
met
Guild
The Wesleyan Service
the Book and Thimble Club which IC.
a hole in the center to put your head through! It
with
fabric
of
piece
This is a nice little home.
house.
joining
age
last Maray evening at 7:30 in the met with Mrs. Dewey Jones for
After the program refreshments can be turned out in rayon, cotton or any fabric of your choosing with
home of Mrs. Charles M. Baker its regular meeting.
were served by group six in the wide eyelet embroidery trimming for peplum and sleeves. Team it with
FARM LAND
with Mrs. Pat Wallis as cohostess.
Mrs. Maggie Woods, as guest of lunch room.
a skirt of matching,..fabric and you have a complete dress. Or wear it
,
2house with basement. A
4-room
40 acres, one
with other members of your_skirt collection.
Miss Alice Waters, the guest the club, gave some interesting
barn,
tobacco
_t_irrki
one
stock
6-stall
new
Day.
'"unef.
-eloited
Mother's
for
swiss_xasy-trarziallge
suggestions
suggerstiun-iss-a
interesting
speaker, gave a very
The other summer-.
Hazel W.S.C.S. Hears
good well, 3 acres of timrer. All'land so*ed in red top
piecer" (right' ... good for almost any sapling figure. - It will keep you
A salad 'course was served to
discussion on "Missionary Work in
lDr
Va
Speaker
Missionary
and winsome-Looking day and evening, too. Insertions of flat eyecool
foliowing;
China." The devotional was givert the
jrio.- On a good gravel road. -and
let trim give it eye-catchmg appeal.
Me-dames Boyd Gilbert, Carmon
by Mrs. A. J, Kipp and the closC.S. met
The Hazel W.S.
A 65-acre farm west of Lynn*Greve on' highway. New
ing prayer was by Mrs. Cleve Cal- Grahams Price Lassiter, Hub Thion.
.MrS. Claude Anderson for
son, ,
am -hOtrge-,- hardwood :floors, electricity:- -bar;m--new---bane. Mrs. Baker, president, preerman
oine Department Names
its regular -meeting- with Misa.--T;.:S.
Chambers, Carroll Lassiter.- Lonnie Herron in charge of the devotional. New Officers For Year
sided._
stock bairi with water and lights _inside. Possession can
Refre.hments were served to Shred. Bob Robbins. Lester 'Far- Miss Alice Waters, guest speaker,
be had with the deeds to the above farms.
At the April meeting of the
riday, Apo a 25
members present and one guest mer, joe Baker. Charlie Hale, Mag- told of her 43 years of being a
Home Departnaent *if the_ W
Would You Share Your
Woods and the Inastems
In EirkseY.--154:i one of _the. best little towns in Callo'Club Wtlt
Mrs. James Eyrs.
missionary in China and iCorett
•
Club which was held Thursday •
• • •
Happiness in
way Ctiuuty,- Have two nice residences, one good storeMrs. Herron, who was a dele- afternoon • at the club house, the meet with. Mrs. Vernon StubbleMrs. Farrrs Celebrates
at 2:36 pm
house with stock of goods for sale, or would trade for a
gate to the annual conference of following . were elected as officers; field'
Spring?
Mrs. Burkeen Honored
'ghtY-Fourth Birthds_Ly
at -.Milan gave an inter- to serve during the year 1947-48:
farm.
small
With Household Shower
26
April
Satnrday.
Mrs. Robert Farris of near Mur- esting report.
Mrs. 0. C.' Wejls, chairman; Mrs.
The Alpha Department of the
have several other desirable pieces of property
We
On Saturday afternoon, April ray celebrated her 84th 'birthday
Miss. Arra Dunn was presented C. 0. Hondurans, vice-chairman; Woman's Club will meet at the
"A
1
.
mentioned here. Also have several vacant lots,
19, Mrs. John W. Burkeen was ou Tuesday, April 22, at the goffle with a life mernbership and Mrs.
not
6
sale
"
'544
for
and
secretary
Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
club house at 2:30
honored with a household shower of her daughter, Mrs. Charles. En- L.' Windsor gave the closing pray'located in different sections of town. Priced
sizes,
diffrent
pretreasures. Mrs. W. J. Gibson
at the borne of Mrs. Barnes Bur- joying the day with her was her er.
. Wednesday. April 30
from *350.00 up.
sided at the meeting.
keen on the Benton Highway. sister, Miss Georgia -Allen who is
Lovely refreshment's were served
Mrs. Joe W. Parker will be
Guest speaker for the afternoon
Hostesses were Mass Euple Bur- now 91 years of aige.
to 13 members and three visitors,
hostess to her bridge club 4 7:30
spoke
wbo
Wolfson
M.
A.
Mrs.
was
haws and.. Mrs. C. W. Outland.
pan: at 706 -Poplar street,
- A fish - itinnet . was served- sev- Miss Waters, Mrs. Ellen Mule, on "AtinnIc Energy.— - u
ton and Miss Arra Dunn.
Appearing in a recital at the
Gian.
es were played and refresh-, eral friends sant Mrs. Farris
800 OLIVE-Poi:lie 3641
During the social hour refresh- Woman's Club house at 7:30 p.m.
A. gift of $5 was pressiaed to
ed cards rt.'melas of
were served to appioxi- ceived numerous gin
W. C. HAYS, Tel. 547-J
hosthe
by
served
were
ments
Miss Waters.
will he Lochie Fay Hart, Carolyn
mately twenty-five guests.
congratulations.
tesses, Mrs. T. C. Doran. Mrs. C. 0. Melugin. Janot
Nancy
Smith.
ammilm smaifintrlimis
Bondurant and Mrs. Charles Craw- Wear; Barbara Ashcraft, .Betty visiorwsidissOws_
ford.
Sue Hutson and Mary Francis Wil• • •
liams.
LETTUCE,
Bobby Wade Presents
2 large heads .
27c
-Monday. April 28
Concert In Benton
The A.A.U.W. Book group will
recital
Bobby Wade presented a
meet with Miss Ann Heron at
FRESH CUCUMBERS,
for the Benton Woman's Club on Hazel at 7:30.
...
Pound
35c
Thursday. April 17, at the home
Wednesday, April 30
of Mrs. E. C. Cox. A pupil of Miss
will
FRESH GARDEN PEAS,
Garden Department
The
Lillian Walters, his program fol.meet at 2:30. Each member bring
35c
2 pound,-..-...
--'
loser
Three Part Invention No 8. an elderly friend as guest.
Bach; Gape From French Suite in
GREEN BEANS,
Thursday. May I
G Major, Intermezzo in C Major.
35c
2 pounds
The Woman's Club will have the
Oak Dinette Suites
Water,
The
In
Brahms; Reflections.
annual dinner meeting at the club
Debussy; Presto non tanto -from house at 6:30 o'clock. Member
•NEW POTATOES,
Maple Dinette Suites
Sonata in B Minor, Chopin.
are asked to make reservations
Red Texas, 3 lbs. . 25c
Poster and Panel Bedroom
with the department chairmen.
and to brinsa to the meeting a
Suites
FLORIDA ORANGES,
•• 477:74.3:.
small inexpensive gift to be sent
59c
8-lb. bag
Studio Couches
to Outwood Hospital to be used
parties
Kentucky..
as prizes for the veterans'
, I
Living Room Suites
Mrs. C. C. Howard. Glasgow,
has been selected Kentucky Mother -the University of
Platform Rockers
Mrs. Howard. who automatically •
of the Year among nominations
Occasional Rockers
received from all parts of the becoioes a candidate for the title
state by the Kentucky Mothers' of American_ Mother of 1947. is a
and Lawn Furniture
Porch
. e of Barren county and the
Conftnittee. headed by. Miss Chloe natis:
Gafford, assistant in extension at mother of four daughters.
Wool Rugs and Scatter
It's Solid Oak. Inlaid Tulip Design — It's modern . . . it Call
Rugs
be used in the dinette OR the smaller dining roam. and its
the best looking small suite that a e'se had in mapy..• long
Vacuum Cleaners
day. Plents of room for china and linens.
Welcome, Mrs._ Ethel Key; response., Miss Ruby Wheatley of
Mayfield; vocal solo, Min -Fay Nell
Anderson, with Mrs. Bertha Jones
as accompanist; address, "Todaysolo,
Tomorrow," Mrs. Grable;
Miss Fay Nell Anderson. Mrs. R.
H. Thurman, president of the local
club, presided during the evening.
Covers were laid for _about 50,
including • guests from Mayfield
and Murray.

REAL ESTATE

Si

new

Social Calendar

ck,MURRAY
NURSERY

MURRAY LAND COMPANY

FICRISTe..Cgfr OlOPPE

Spring Values!

FOR WEEK-END NEEDS'

BE WELL SUPPLIED,
SELECTIONS HERE
ARE VERY
WIDE./

We have the new items
you've been waiting
for

Glasgow Womanis
Kentucky_ Mother

$1.29

PURE LARD, 4-pound carton
FRYERS, Home Grown and Full Dressed, pound
BEEF ROAST, Chuck, U. S. Govt. Gracfed, pound

75c

45c

19c

, PINEAPPLE, No. 21/2 can, 39c; No. 1 can
2can
1
/
Kraut, ShreddedNo. 2

10c

• Hominy, Van-Cemp's,-Noi--2 can

10c

Peas, Early Julie, No.i can

10c,

Apple Sauce, 2 No. 2 cans for

29c

as'im
MAR
SCARS
TRAFFIC

Armour's Star Dried Beef, 21,oz. jar. . 25c
Blackberries, fine for pies, No. 2 can . . 30c
Cherries, Red Pitted, No. 2 can

35c

Franco American Spaghetti, cin

15c

o tOCAL
TRAUMAS,

25c

Toilet Tissue, 2 for

now I know w
they all turn to

S1.49

No. 2 Washing Tubs

rr.•
r •11.1
.1,I, re•

Pound

25c

Lye, Merry War,3 for

014,c1t4

28c

Syrup White Karo, for baby formula

•

Y01111 CAWS
SIlOW 110 M
COMPLEXION
—ect
ii);"

BRING IT"BACK HOME"
TO U5 FOR EXPERT
BODY AND FENDER REPAIRS
The long-life finish on your Ford car will keep its beauty
brighter, longer. Don't let traffic scars spoil its appear-

EGGS WANTED ... Paying 38c CASH

6

7-Pc. Junior Dining Room

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Telephone 130
RtOtilph -Thunpan, Owner

Radios and Combination
Sets
Record Cabinets
Cabinet Sinks
Oil Ranges — 4-burner.
Built-in Oven

Numerous Other
Values
CASH OR TERMS

ance. Bring it "back home" to us for expert body and
fender bumping and refinishing-. All work done the Ford

"Your Kelvinator Dealer"

way with special Ford equipment and finishing materials.

Co.
Appliance
&
Furniture
Riley
Billington-Jones Motor Co.
Phone 587

East Side Square

East Main Street

Phone 170

Incorporated

3•11011.1111C-

a-

s
•

•
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Alun
and Save Money' Offer
USE THE

•

.Late

tist
Thu
met
home
Lamp

PIANOS-New and used, ew spin- FOR. SALE-One full size wood
eta with bench. $499
used pi- bedstead and good springs; also
anos $9500. free ylivery-Harry two twin-size hair mattresses-Ray
Edwards. 908 Sty' 5th St., Padu- Treon sr.. 1003 West Poplar. phone
FOR SALE-Kitchen Maid cabinet
A24p 502.
cah, Ky. Phone 4431
lc
.sinks in 54. 60-4and 72- sizes•
Riley Turniture and Applifnce FARMERS '.eTTENTION-A new FOR SALE- Dining- room chairs,
lc
Compar.:
,
shipmen
of. IrlUnerkoch Hybrid Walnut and mahogany finish, padSeed porn just arrived. Also -Kr- ded seats-Riley Furniture and
FLOWERS.
CORSAGES
and
-CUT
iel/03 and U.S. 13. Stop in to- Appliance c
it
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie Flow- d,' Economy Hardware and Super Shop. South 15th, Street Phone
ly Store.
tf FOR SALE-Scratch Pads are fine
for keeping score on at card partf,
479.
,
FOR SALE CHEAP-One
bay ties. The Ledger & Times has
FOR SALE-Beautiful camp "rtes. horse Mule 2 years old. 1517 hinds plenty on hand, so come by and
on Kentucky laake 'Jo athan high. Half mile anuthwest
MI
get a dozen or WI water's Coldwater. A. G. Coyle.
Large lots. Ne
Creek
A24p
FOR SALE-New invalid chainedge: Some with tsmt. Others
lp
set in pine. Lots.loed.between FOR SALE- 8-inch electric fans, Dr. L. D. Hale. 1323 Main.

.For,Sale

68 and 98 Highw s, facing two while they last-Riley Furniture FOR SALE-Window fan; 10" fan,
ghways Priced and Appliance Co.
it direct motor driven, set in metal
good gravel ,TV
from $l0000)6$3,50 00. Also one
frame., Can be used as exhaust
10-hr. Johon Sea Horse out- FOR • SALE-5-room house with fan. Perfect for kitchen. Telephone
board id or in excellent condi- bath. Hot water. Hardwood floors
M1
374-M
ice $115.00. .See Albert Lot 90x225.' Sell furnished or untion.
Lee
Se7ice Station, Hardin. furnished. Located 912 Sycamore. FOR SALE-Five burner kerosene
See Ed Rickman.
A24p white table top stove-Mrs. Robt.
-MTh
Tayfierd-Conege:FIN&
PIANOS: New and Used. Used
Majestic
/
/f/
OR SALE-Two used
Zianos as low as $9500.One of FOR SALE-New Monarch electric
na.
coal and wood cook-atoves. and
.
our,. in..1.11/
iryner r-11 / the finest Spinnets in mahogahy range with built-in roaster: deluxe
• •
Ina wallTut, with bench-.
Ittatiorebient.
model- see at.
1171-Murray Appliance Co A24p
We deliver free. Harry Edwards, Murray Appliance Co.
Mlp
808 S 8th St., Paducah, Ky. M8p
FOR SALE-100 pound and 65
FOR SALE-2 springing registered pound ice boxes-Riley Furniture
cows: 1 fresh registered cow; 1 and Appliance Co.
lc
•
• springing grade eo•v and heifer.
John Cunningham, 2 miles S.E. of FOR SALE-1946 model motorbike,
WE BUY AND SELL
Kirlosey on Murray Route 2. A24p at 1613 Farmer Ave. Call from 1:00
lp
to 900 P M.
PIANOS FOR SALE-Such makes
as Steinway, Chickering, Knobe. FOR SALE-A 1940 Plymouth tuMehlin, one studio size. Some dor in good condition; also 1942
FOR SALE THIS WEEK:
like new A. W. Wheeler. 517 S. Fora jeep. Can be seen at M
1-1941 Super Deluxe Ford 3rd St: Mayfield. Ky Telephone gin's Standard Service Station un'MISt- til Saturday. noon.•
1-1934-Chevrolet Coupe
FOR SALE-Wool rugs. Alexander FOR SALE-Good used piano. Price•
1-A-Model Fo1rd
Smith and Magee 9x12 and throw $.50-412 S. 12th St -Ila Mae Bar-.
gs-- Riley, Furniture and Ap- row.
lp
Dodge-Pickup
-1936
.p.han-ce-Company
'
.le
DO YOU NEED A NEW ADDING
Price $200.00
GCAR-ANTEED RECAPPING! Why didACHINE or TYPEWRITER' We
buy high price new tires-you can . have a few.forimmediate delivery.
SEAT COVERS
have your tire recapped for -Kirk A. Pool & Co.
MIc
around
3 cost of new one:
For all makes and model
650-15-18
$700 FOR SALE - Full blood beagle
, ar.4
tan
600x1„6 •
590 -hounds. black. •vhite and
--New factory motors and
5.51lx17
„a-5 75 spotted See Cleatus Dodd at Dodd
H
parts for Pontiac Cars
lc
526./18
5 75 Block and Tile Co.
s and GMC Trutks
475x19
5.50
Kale Servite Station, :LIR High- FOR SALE-New rock house. 300
way. Murray__ Ky. Recappers - yards from city limits, oil Hate'
_
SEE 1_,'S FOR TRADE-IN ON
highway. City water. full baseVulcanizers.
tf
ment, furnace See Woodrow RickCAR and TRUCK
FOR SALE-EVINRUDE Outboard man
lp
TIRES
Motors_ Win. G Nash. 303 N. 16th
St. Murray, Ky. Tel 622.
MIc SALE-Section harrows: hay rakes..
USE - THE BESTmowing machines. one eultivator.
FOR SALE-Mediam size piano- orl stove; many items for campers
Put General Tires on Your 1300
Olive Blvd
lp and cabin users-Douglas ShoeCars and Trucks
maker. Phone 693-R2.
1p
FOR SALE- lit-piece dining room
suite-Mrs. W. C. St. John, 508 FOR SALE-Two sheds. One 20x24.
PONTIAC and GMC
Vine St
lp one 20x52 Siding and 2x4s. metal
TRUCKS
1p
roofing See Ed Rickman.
FOR. SALE-New pair Women's
black
Dickerson-Metatarsal
arch
FOR SALE-M Farmall ha
and
J. 0. Patton
J. B. Watson
relief- shoes, size- 8 1-2 AA-. aro = -equipment. Also Doric sow-and
206 E. Main
cnct:. Paid $11 Will sell "for half seven 8-week old 1,:gs Call 'at
PHONE 59
price-1210 Olive
'
1 p Parker Garage
lc

$499-00

Main Street Motor
Sales
USED CARS

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING

GRISHAM'S GARAGE
Located on North Thirteenth Street
(Behind Hatchett's Grocery)
We are prepared trYclo general:Automobile arrd Tractir
Repair Work
R. R. GRISHAM was formerly employed at BUCK'S BODY SHOP, and
invites his friends to call on him at his new business.

AMBULANCE SERVICE.

'MAX CHURCHILL
Tender care and personal' attention in every case.
• LADY ASSISTANT

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The Friend'? Funeral Home"
mrstacco

SERVING NATION-WIDE

A WALK-IN COOLER-where refrigeration keeps perishable farm
products fresh.

ALL KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
and Welding done. All kinds of
machinists and tool making-bearings, shafts. etc. If you hale any
trouble, see me. All new and
modern equipment. Priees reasonable, service while you wait.
Hendon's Welding and Machine
Shop, Clyde Hendon, owner and
operator. North 4th St., ,between
Hendon's Service Station and Calloway County Lumber Co.
A24

Commiasioner of this Court, to-take
claims against the estate
of Willis Perry, deceased, and all
persons holding claims against said
estate will present their claims,
duly proven, before said Master
Commissioner on or before the
fourth Monday in May or-be for-.
ever barred from collecting same
in any other smanner except
through this suit.
Witness my hand as Clerk Of said
the 16th day (.,f
Court
Dewey Ragsdale,
Calloway Circuit
.Clerk
s
11_
94
87. _

pr,„), of

CARD OF THANKS
Tee the many friends who 11,,ye
!a•Lped us in so many ways since
home burned last Thursday
ght. we wish to say "Thank you."
words are adequate tie express
ar 'sentiments -- Mr. and Mrs.
rnis Parker.' Kay and Mx,

places, since most of them are damp
and contain objectionable odors. Also
they lack such necessary good cold
storage requirements as controls for
the maintenance of proper temperature, moisture content and circula- KODAK FINISHING, advertising
photography, portraits. We buy
tion of air. On electrified farms, theae
and sell used cameras - Donell
are met autorriaticall
1Gmm
through the use of a storage cooler.
Studio,
ou
ixth STr
which can be purchased commercially
Phone 387.
tf
PROJECTORS
or built on the farm.
Washington 'State College reports
UNWANTED if A II REMOVED
CAMERAS
that a cold storage room of 200 to
frcrn face, arms, and legs by the
P.
A. SYSTEMS.
250 cubic feet can be constructed on
modern method of Electrolysis the farm and equipped with a satisSCREENS
An
Shaw
approved ;by physicians. This
Miss Martha S At
factory refrigeration unit for about
method Is permanent _and pain$500. Storage coolers permit harvestor USED
less. Cyrese Williams, A.N, Phone
ing over a long period and duping
times when vegetables and fruit are
182-W
S28
at the best stage of maturity, preCalloway Circuit Court
serve the quality of all perishable
MEMORIALS
farm products, allow farmers to hold
Calloway County Monument Corn- Everett Perry et al„plaintiffsi:
produce in a salable condition until
Piny, Wester A. Orr, sales mansVS.
rise. eetteitrepis -are mere favor--'gr..-Phone a West Male Street
Maga t-rltELITepr-Tit--nrret, nts..
Jilodet,"Tenn.
a le"
"liermil: the-slaughter
Extended,
11
It is ordered that tins cause be
arumals for food and resale during
referred to George Hart, Master
all seasons.
STREAMLINED WRECKER SERCounty agents, dealers and power
VICE.
New
equipment,
24-hour,
suppliers can provide detailed infor' fast, dependable Wrecker Service.
mation concerning_such coolers,
Charges reasonable. Day phone'
97. Night phone 424-Porter Moa• • ,
tory Company, Chevrolet Sales and
FOR SALE-One modern house and
Service.
lot on Elm St. known• as Seiburn
White house, now owned by MurPOST WAR. As soon as available
ray Chamber of Commerce. Price FOR RENT-Electric floor waxe
we will have a complete line of
37.250. Immediate possession. For and polisher. Can be rented by Westinghouse Electrical Appliance,
also complete line of Gas anphaninformation see F H. Graham.
day. Polish your floors the easy
chaitsrian, house committee of way-Calloway County Lumber ces to be used with Shellane Bottled Gas, Purdom Hardware, North
tf
,Cliaraber of •COMMeree.
Company, North Fourth. Phone
5th Street,
A24c
72.
FOR.SALE-80-acre farm, has new
5-room house with basement, 2
KENT-Fourroom house, elecnew tobacco barns, good stock FOR
tric lights, good well, garden, truck. Murray Marble & Oranrte Works,
barn, located on WPA highway,
East Maple St, near Depot. Telepatch anff pasture for one cow.
milk route, mail route, school bus
from town on Hazel phone 121 Porter White and L D.
1
1-2
mile
route. 20 acres in timber, rest tilOutland. Manager:.
Highway. See August F. Wilson,
able. Located 2 miles west of
103 Gatlin Bldg.. or 1113 Sycamore WE REPAIR TYPEWRITERS and
South Pleasant Grove church on
. lc
The Winner of the KENTUCKY CORN DERBY
St. Phone 283-W.
.
4r
ADDING MACHINES - Kirk A.
Hazel Rt. 1-Adolphus Lassiter
Pool & Co. Phone 60.
II
Produced 164 bushels on one acre with
farm. See L. J. Hill at 138 Taxi
tf FOR RENT- 2-room furnished aCab.
BROADBENT KY. 203
partment, newly decorated. Elec- Refrigeration Seri:'ice. Household
ATTENTION. BEEKEEPERS- We trically equipped. 415 North 8th and Commercial. Also House 4irhave' IS STOCK Standard Bee- St. Tel 895-W -Sam Kelly.....„1•11c ing and appliance repair. See. us
irears of experience in producing, 14.hrid seed corn and scientific
•
for Your V Belts, good selection. processing in our modern seed plant are combined in Broatnent hybrids
hives-new, assembled and paintBarnett
Eleetric and Refrigeration. to give'
ed, complete with frames; 8 and 10
situ extra O'cId and esti-A profit.
Highway' ss at 95, Hardin, Ky.,
sizes. Extra simer frames, tops and
Phone 25.
tf BROADBENT
bottoine Get your hives now and
certified yellow varieties are: Ky. Y103,
save your spring swarms- L. C. RAWLEIGH DEAI.ER wanted at
- Ky. Y102, U. S. 13.
CORSAGES, CUT FLOWERS and
Humphreys.. Shop located at the once to serve many families in
FUNERAL DESIGNS-Huie FlowAclin home. 507 North-Poplar St.. Trigg county. Products sold 25
er Shop, South 15th St. Phone BROADBENT certified white varieties are: Ky. 203, Ky.
MI p years_ Good opportunity.
Paris, Tenn.
Write 479.
69, Ky.'72B,
at once. Rawletgtes. Dept. KYD181-105A. Freeport. Ill., or see H. SINGER SEWING MACHINE repp resentative of Paducah will be in
Burke, Almo, Ky.
Murray each Thursday at the
NOTICE-- Let us do your laundry WANTED-100 Good old tires.
FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO 110 North Third
St., Murray, Ky.
Telephone 101
at our home at 224 S. Ilth. Phone Any size. Will trade you guar- SUPPLY STORE. We are equip1188-M. Box 485-Mr: and Mrs. anteed new one for just a little ped to repair any make machine,
1 c boot. Hale Service Station, East Free estimates given; all work
Raymond Outland.
Highway.
M8c guaranteed. All calls made prev. MEMORIAM
iously will be taken carp of prom.
my
memory
of
sad
In 'loving but
NU-ENAMEL dealership available ptly. For service call 135. _
beloved and precious daughter.Lil- now in Murray. Benton. Protected
lie -Mal Lamb. who departed This territory.
Inquire"
Nu-Enamel. HAVE YOUR BIKE REPAIRED
life to be with Jesus, Thursday; 4400'Delm8r St., St. Louis t Mis- the new P. & S Bike Shop,' Incat
One ,,
April 20,1939-eight years ago.
MI p ied at 1813 'Farmer Ave.
souri.
daily from 12:30 to 900 pm. Satyou
ho'
I
miss
Dear Lillie Mai.
wbNTED_-__ iitl '1,04 Mum _urdays_ from 9;00 am.„until J0:00
-hr ilir yx-ati
furnish references. Apply In per- P m
All.my days' have been so lonely,
son at Hotel National, 'Murray,
But I have to carry on.
Ky.
I cannot think of you as dead .
• FOR HOUSE-CLEANING. window
Who walks with me no more;
washing, floor waxing and pol:shAlong the path of life 1 tread,
ing. see Hov.oird Perry or telephone
•
You -haVe but gone before.
William Perry 558-J. Work will be
The Father's house is mansioned done right.
• .
_ fair
Beyond my vision dim:
9-Piece
All semis are Hut and here at there
,
Are
-living unto Ran.
.•
,
For Sale at
And Still Your silent ministry
Within my heart has place.
As when on earth you walked with
.
if taken at once
me.
And net me face to face.
Walnut. t'hairs Ilave real
•
nicest
leather seabt
Mine are they .by- ownership
Also Sphuret-'Desk
Nor -time nor death can free: • MRS. R. R. MELOAN
For God bath given' me love. to
Plion, 10
204 South Sixth
•
keep
Ibi own ETERNALLY.
B. IRA MILLER
,Farm 'Electrification Bureau
'Summer may seen like a long way
off-and so it is, according to the
calendar. But calendars lack both a
farmer's foresight and his necessity
tor plannalgnahead. Therefore, it is
not strange that farrTri-TO ay
lookfng far beyond the 'current calendar month and planting season.to
consider summer harvest storage
problems.
Summer weather presents farmers
With mixed blessings. A satisfactory
amount of sunshine and moisture will
help gardens and orchards produce
marketable vegetable crops-but that
same life-giving summer sun ja a
withering and unprofitable harvesttime "custotner" of these perishable
_products. as well as others such as
eggs, milk and . meat
Hot weather spoilage of vegetables
am*I:rapt-yen" redilee theirsiale revenue by as much as 5A.-percer
-dii is
small . wonder, therefore, that the
short and long-time storage of perishable farm produce is so imponant.
cellars and basements are
not entirely satisfactory at storage

HOME MOVIE
EQUIPMENT

\Ey;

Order of Reference

Tennessee Visual Ed.
Service

For Rent

MONUMENTS

Wanted

Phone 98
Fifth and Elm
Murray, Ky.

High S
Ma.

For the sex's
scholarships a
school student

Alumni An
State College
are offered
school studer
trict Educatio
school outsid,
ploys gradua
College.

A decision
arships this
the executive
ation at a
when W. Z.
the Alumni
the business
legiate Inn.
be given thii
ing to $100 t
State College
lheesieter,--.1
and capacity
lege are the
the scholars,
bases its chi
dations made

ornni teacher
Officers of
lion have as
thins be in tl
tary, Mrs. L
than April 2
will • be dote'
Students
scholarships
Union City.
the first s

ceivert
ship i 1942.
ch. II, .1-11san,
a is tire] in 194
Feltner. Cad
ailihlp in P.N1
Padficah. to
Cunbinghant
thet award
Honchell.
.Phigro g‘f
anship winn
winners we:
Cadiz. and
-M•,rion
3
•

Churc

Ralph Ch
rag en and
religious m
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Texar'spext
_Churchill u
the Broadw:
gram of th,
320 on the
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irmasomsess

a

ROSS FEED COMPANY

•

!r

A BARGAIN

Limestone Concrete
Blocks!

AM I who have known and loved

FOR SALE

you
And whose parting has brought sad 1944 Model Ford Tractor,
Ferguson System.
tears.
Will cherish .your memory always Plow
To brighten the drifting years.
Disc Harrow
Cultivator
And in-nay heart your memory
2-row Planter
lingers
'Sweetly, tender, fond .and tras;
There Is not *a day dear Lillie Mai.
That I do not 'think of you
Company
Fondly.
211 Main St.'
-MothCr, Connie D. Lamb.

Billington-Jones Motor
Tel. 1701

No

WE HAVE THEM IN A NUMBER OF SIZES

Come in and,see our 4xfix 16, one of the
to handle that we.have.

TELEPHONE 98

Service

Tri-Sigma
Ideal Pledge

Dining Room Suite

Comfortable ambulance for both long distance and local
calls. This ambulance is for your convenience. Call us day
or night for our services.

1-044.oc•Drkrt
PUNIIRAL
01!..,CTORS

Services Offered

Notices

OF

Ambulance

Farmers Plan in Advance of Current
Season; Look Ahead to Summer Now

INNERSPRING MATTRESSES
mattresaes. Made all sizesCotton mattresses.
from- cotton mattresses. Feather
1.
section pad's. Kirby vacuum cleanD.D.T. SPRAYING SERVICE-W.
Mattress Co
L. Williams and Sam K,elley are ers for sale-Paris
ip
Paris. Tenni
again ready to be of service in the A. M. Bell,
control of insects. Our home is
here'and we will appreciate your
business. The sooner you have
this spraying done the surer you
will be of control throughout the
season. Wp cover your floors and
•
furniture, without any worry to
you.
FI5Onea: W. L. Williams,
162-W; Murray Hatchery 336J. tf

blocks

WE HAVE A BLOCK FOR EVERY
PURPOSE
SO SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

FITTS & DODD CONCRETE WORKS"
EAST MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 1068

„do•Ac.
curbt
atten

•

1, 1917

•

71-1ITRS,DAY...APRIL 24, 1947

Wilaralorrt

rk of said
if 4pnl,
le,
!cult
. Court.
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:S
who have
•ays since
Thursday
ank yeu."
expo,
and Mrs.
Max.
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al Ed.

Churchill To Sing

LBY .

scientific
nt hs brads

r.

Ralph Churchill. former Murrug in and well known singer of
religious music, will be heard
osillisitAsition WIMP, Fort Worth.
Texa . next Siiiiday at 11 a.m.
_Churchill will sing as a part 9f
the Broadway Baptist Clurch program of that city
WHAP is at
320 on the dial.
READ

Y103,

!03, Ks

THE

CLASSIFIEDS

One veteran's answer to the housing problem — he built his own
home, and didn't pay a cent for his materials. Lucky Jacques Brownson (inset) of Aurora. Ill., was furnished plans, instructions and all materials by the editors of A .national magazine to help them prove a pet
theory — that any man who can build a table lamp or a bunk bed could
build his own house if given simple step-by-step directions.
Jacques and his bride moved into the house on March 29.
their period of eligibility. Total
cost of the courses is limited to
$506.
educational
_ Veterans enrolled in
institutions or in joli-training programs may augment- their training
by correspondence Courses, silbjeet
to VA regulations.
READING POPULAR WITH

Hospitalized war veterans in
Kentucky
Ohio, Michigan and
have at theils fingertips .a Wealth
of informatioh and entertairunent
provided by ,. books ranging from
the denies to po_p_ular present-daynoveLs.
Libraries in the nine Veterans
hospitals in the
Administration
By David M.. Porter
three states contain nearly 84.000
hooks;- m atitlitinn. to- sitiore.athan_
Congressman Thrusicm----?dorton
5.000 technical books in the hosannounced as a candidate for Govpital medical libraries.
Comfortable library 'reading ernor in the Republican primary
rooms are maintiiped at each VA last week. We predicted this more
• Hai • use of ambulatory than a month ago, but were sur"Traveling..
hospital, fur
"libraries also prised that Jouett Todd and Edpatients.
are provided, with books takea by the Black were able to get the
cart to the various wards whereGovernor to go along on it. Morveterans ate bedfast.
ton is a successful business execDuring March, more than 8,503 utive who won his first battle in
veteran patients read a total of politics and is able to make a good
20,484 books in the nine hospitals, speeCh . and is certainly sincere,
an individual average of two and .but unless political trends and hisone-half books. Ohio veteran pa- tory change he ifs handicapped by
tients averaged nearly four books being from Louisville and no canCORRESPONDENCE COURSES
'has -ever
AVAILAtiLE 1.141TIEK-G.I. BILL (Went the mtinth,-.2Centuq9 pa. didate 'from i
tients - averaged two books and won 10 a Governors contest There
Officials at the Columbus
branch Office of the Veterans Ad- Michigan patients slightly less than is always a first time, however,
and this may be it. The Republiministration today reminded World two booke.
can plan now is to pick eight
War II veterans in Ohio. Michigan
VETERANS ADVISED TO
other strong candidates from the
and Kentucky that they, may take
CHECK WARTIME WILLS
other eight dis-tricts arid' haves
correspondence courses at ,governWorld War II veterans in Ohio.
ticket for the nine elective State
ment expense under the education
Michigan and Kentucky today were
offkw.
and training provisions of the G. I.
advised by the Veterans AdminisSILL
Morton is a veteran of- the past
tration to. consult their own atAlthough non subsiStence allowtorneys concerning' the present war, having served 51 months in
ance is paid by VA, eligible vetcampaign
of wills which they may the Navy. He plans to
validity'
.
erans may take correspondence
Easter rehave signed while in the armed during the 'congressional
courees through approved institu- service.
cess and after Congress adjourns
tion,. with one-fourth of. the engive him
Officials at the VA's tri-state this summer. This will
: 'against
nal,- • •
is in
Branch Office in Columbus i0.1 little time as the prirnary
indica-,
believe a large number of the I.- Aueust, and from present
im600.000 World. War II veterans in tions Congress will not adjourn
am three states may. be affected til the latter part of July. Attorney General Durnmit issued a
in this'matter.
announceThey explained that war-time •.statement after Morton's
aligns him
wills may not be valid in the ment which'• definitely
faction. He
date where the veteran now re- I nitainst The Ross. Willis
probably seek the support, of
sides. • Also, VA UffiC11.11._ 4point4
Robslon of tlfe
out that a war-time will in many Corlgressman Jan`
If he
cases may not serve the current ! powerful Republican Ninth.
be a royal
intentions of a-' veteran 'Ante his obtains it, there will
. bottle in the Republican primary
returq to civilian life.
that will hurt their chances in November.
We all would like to see taxes
reduced if it would not hurt good
income tax
- the Bela Club of Hirzel High Government and the
based on
School will preSent the Gospelatres, that used to be a tax
a quartet, in concert at the Hazel ability to pay has now become a
school on Tuesday evening. • A pril tax on initiative Wet may halt new
enterprises. Be that as it may. we
29,- at 7:30 o'clock.
doubt the soundness of the House
. bill cutting income tax from 20 to
I don't believe the .
5.r30 percent.

CAPITO
COMMENTS

4- -a

Paschall's Cleaners
Will Close at Noon
Each Thursday
Starting
May 1, 1947

Speakers at the 10th annual Rural Leadership Institute at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics April

-

22-24 Include the Rev. James W. Sells of Atlanta. Ga., religious editor of
The Progressive Farmer magazine. and Dr. Douglas Ensmingets, social
scientist of the U. S. Department of Agriculture at Washington.
"Toward a More Effective Town and Country Church" will be the
theme of the three-day conference, which will be attended by town and
country pastors and other church people, social workers, agricultural
extension aunts and other community leaders.

Judge Charles Ferguson's Death...

l in all -probability be

1

4-

Let us hope the Governor will appoint his sucfrom Murray ... it is a real handicap not to
have a member from Murray.

cessor

We are hoping to get a 3-lane highway surface
or 600 feet beginning at railroad- on 94.
I am reminding those who owe me accounts that
they may pay same to Miss Katie Martin at the old
- - ,
stand.-She has the records. -Come to see the improvement in arrangements
of Store since the young people have taken charge.
They deserve encouragement. Give them a boost.
They are continuing the well known brands of
Shoes and Work Clothing.

-WE SELL

T. 0. TURNER

Ledger & Times

We Are Willing To Settle
The Telephone Strike

RIGHT NOW
is over wages, We have offered to submit the

wants NATION-WIDE POWER for itself
over an essential industry through NATION-

fairness of our wages to- 4n impartial-group

WIDE BARGAINING.

of citizens in the s6uth and abide by their

The southern federation is the union with
Which our contracts have been signed. They,
•
have made a long list of demands upon the

Since the big disagrek ment with the union

decisi6n.
Such a board 'ofarbitration would decide,
to which reamong other - things, the extent
. _.

company. but certain of these demands, they
tell us, cannot be decided through negotia-

cent wage settlements in other industries have
a bearing, if _any, on telephone 'wages in the

,tions between themselves and us alone. They
roust/be settled on a NATIONAL basis:

communities served by Southern ,Bell. Some

industries have stated that it will not •
of these
In effect, therefore, the southern fetlera- TiiTee
-ease
o nrirrnir"
riternarrtrert e
. tron is being operatrd hy "remote control"—
._
a
is
regulatod
-company
telephone
since the
by persons remote from southern interests,
••

-0V-7-etrairyiso4y -444...keli.gaii&erriosli4Ae9paelagia...asaU l>
set through the Senate, if it d.
„

was an awful tragedy. He had been-on-the-Board
of Regents of Murray State College for ten years.

RUBBER STAMPS .

Quartet At Hazel

110WaY_COli

DOUGLtaS ENSMINGER

JAMES W SFLT

GIVE TO FIGHT

NOTICE!

one 101

-

INSTITUTE SPEAKERS

Ashland Candidate
Advocates Iligher
Individual Income

_Ex-Service Men's I
News

For the seventh consecutive year. VA SITES PROCEDURE
IN OBTAINING LOANS
scholarships are being offered high
World War II veterans desiring
school students in this area by the
to obtain guaranty of loans under
Murray
Alumni Associalicuas of
the G.I. Bill should first consult
State College. These scholarships
are offered to any graduating high the lending agencies from which
school student in the First Dis- they expect to borrow the money,
trict Educational area on any high loan guaranty officials at the Ohioschool outside this area that em- Michigan-Kentucky Branch Office
ploys graduates of Murray State of the Veterans Administration in
College.
Columbus (Os said today.
In most instances eligible lendA decision to continue the scholarships this year was reached by ers will have available the necesthe executive board of the associ- sary information and proper appliation at a meeting February 8, cation forms to cover the type of
when W. Z. Carter, president of loan desired, VA officials said. If
the Alumni Association, directed such information is not available,
the business meeting at the Col- the veteran should consult the
legiate Inn. Two scholarships will nearest representative of VA.
In applying for a loan, a veteran
be given this time: each amounting to $100 to be used in Murray. should present the lender with his
honarable . discharge or
original
State College.
-ihsitaieter. -leadership, scholarship, other . originals .separation Pagers
and capacity to make good in col- evidencing thesnallare of his dislege are the factors considered by charge and the duration of his acthe scholarship committee. which tive military or naval service.
Any veteran who served in the
bases its choice upon recommendations made * high school prin- armed forces between September
16 1940, and the end of the war,
0
and who was released rom
umni teachers of each candidate.
Officers of the Alumni AS/40641- vice under conditions other than
lion have asken mat alt applica- dishonorable after at least 90 days'
tions be in the hands of the secre- service I or who was discharged
tary, Mrs. Lochie' Hart. not later for service-connected disability folthan April 26. The final judging lowing a lesser period of service) is
eligible for a guaranteed loan.
will. be done May 20.
The VA -guarantees -the—
who' have received
Students
scholarships are: Mark Mitchell, agency against loss up• to 50 per
Union City. Tenn.. who received cent of the loan, with a maximum
1941: guarantee fur any' veteran of $4,000
the . first scholarship in
000 on non-re
on reaf estate o
. 'cond. alumni scholar- estate loans. Farm loans are reeelved
ship i
Pala, Miss Virginia Hon- payable over periods up to 40
chi II, .B.Osous was also given the years; other real estate loans, up
award in 1942: !dies Maigaret Noll to 25 years, and nun-real estate
Feltner, Cadiz. received the, schol- lOans. tip to 10 year,s.
Aiiip in MC;'Miss iletty Holland; 'VA consistently has' cautioned
Padçcali. and Miss' Martha Sue veterans against hasty use of their
Cuitngham..Mu-ray, were given loan guiranty privilege in the curthe3 award in 1944: Miss Evelyn rent high-priced real estate marHorichell, Barlow, and Russell Lee ket, reminding them that their
guaranty benefits remain
V.).field were the schol- loan
,rhtiiis
arahip winners in 1943; the 1946 available for ten years after the
winners were Miss Oujda Lester. official end -of the wee,, which has
Cadiz. and Miss Louise Cook. not yet been declared.

AhregruZiii:eI of
hif
thatevery
e.'additional
l in
dollar added to individual incomes of Kentuckians puts $41,000
Into the Kentucky general -fund.
Gartrell said the road to more
money for education and other
state needs lies not through-- taking money out of the pockets of
the people but in putting mohey
into their pockets.
.He offered an eight-year. industrial, engineering plan admigister,
ed by the . Liteutenant Governor
Frankfurt, Ky. April 23—Charles and working toward the scattering
H. Gartrell, Ashland, weighed in- of small, home-owned industries
to the race for the Deniocratis throus:aout the State as the way to
nomination for Lieutenant Gover- raise the income level. • Industries
nor last Saturday with a one- that would utilize raw material
root ',platform - that advances
trorn Kentucky farms -should besolution for. Kentucky's ills—it emphasized, he said,
Normally a Lieutenant Governor's
s
we have for der State Fair a world duties are confined to presiding
and serving
champion horse show and a glori- over the State Senate
as Governor wht-ta the chief exfied carnival. How can a State
ecutive leaves the State.
Fair manager plan for the future—
Gartrell, who was a Navy test
for a greater fair for the future, pilot in World War II, recently rewhen his job depends on the Ad- signed as Director of the Kenministration and that Administra- tucky Aeronautics Commission. A
tion Is certain to change each four former Secretary of the Kentucky
years. We should have a perma- Real Estate Board, Gartrell now
nent State Fair manager, chosen is President of a company disfor his knowledge of agriculture tributing prefabricated houses. Beand live stock, but most of. all for fore tha war he was made Presihis ability as an organizer and dent of the Ashland Board of
showman, and he should have a Aldermen. He is a. former Presismall but permanent staff of as- deot of the Kentucky Junnir
sistants Who can make a career of Chamber of Commerce.
bettering °sir State's Show Window, The States with the best
Fairs are the ones who have the
most and best County Fairs, they
are the feeders for the Stale Fair.
Kentucky should certaily have
an expert who would help Counties organize and develop their
County Fairs and thus point toward a better and more representative State Fair in the Fall. Nearly
all the counties could do what Harrodsburg, Bracken County and
Shell-volts -te cite a few- .-,re
NOOJCANCRWCERSOC/ElY
ing.

GARTRELL ENTERS
LIEUT. GOVERNOR
RACE FOR DEMOS

HOUSE THAT JACQUES BUILT

.
y

t. tit L.ke
he estate
, and all
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except
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Alumni Association Will
Offer $100 Scholarships
lhigh School Grads
May Apply
Now
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N't

by the President. In the first
scribes to'The Ledger!'toed
place it - would be muctr better •
Times but nearly;raise the exemption to a hial•
bracet. • 'A *person making from
i everybody reds
a; three -Thousand dollars a

:et

public utility, telephone users. must pay in

southern responsibilities, and -southern con-

rates for service what the company has to

ditions.

C-

-

two

year spends all or nearly all of it
for necessities of. living and the
present tax is a real bucden. A
person making more than that can
better bear the burden of the tax.
but pet-soils in the higher income
brackets' are the tales who atitatt
new enterprises and in taxitiethem
to extremes you are stifling indits:.
try. Incidentally more than,eighty
thousand people in Kentucky paid
income ta:x last year and more '
than 80 per tent of them were in
the lower 'income bracket. The
cosuit cotrecting the taxes of
!people in 41* 500 to 2000 bracket
! does not justify the small amount
• Of -revenue incurred. ."
A statement and reCiimmendations leir the State Fair Was issued
I by the Auditors last week, The
criticism may be deserved. but I
dan't believe it was the fault of
the manager but in our State Fair
- system itself.- The State Fair has
been and still is a political football to be passed back and forth
by politicians and the jobs given
to political Rib holders, often without qualifications and certainly
without experience We are world
renown for our horses and live
stock, and 'our tobacco and other
aerietatoral, products can hold
si their - own- with ay States, and yet

_ . pay -ottLin wages.

sek

Now Is The Time To Reservice Your Car

feA

FOR 'SPRING
a
We chalc .compression, timing, fuel-air maul and
4,
. dot other things. Then we check and,adjitst
carburetor, idling speed, mixture and all else that needs
attention.
-•
Then your engine delivers top performance on minimum fuel. The
way to put you); car back on four_winels ... and keep it rolling merrily
along this spring is to drive in for A thorough spring check-up. We
specialize in all motor repair work.

CABLE MOTOR COMPANY
SALES and SERVICE
Plymouth
.
De Soto
•

FIV

FIFTH and POPLAR
'

•
We think our offer to arbitrate is the best

The compank believes that settling southern wage matters in the south by southern

- way to stop the striic..e and the fairest,t6em-

people—on the basis of conditions prevailing

1

plovees and telephone customers alike.

in the soutl—'s the fair way to handle the

__But the indult has refused this offer.

wage,-4ttestion.
• yo
If the union would moue, the strike could

Why?

be ended immediately--eniployees get back
•

Appare.titly, the reason is that the Southern
Federation of Telephone Workers, a southern

to svork—and the - public 'could get normal
service.

union composed of southern men and women,
All this could be done if the Southern Federation of Telephone Workers would sit down with us, engage
in free and unrestrained negotiations — and act for themselves.

cannot move.without the'approval of the Na
tiOnal Federation of Telephone Workers, with '
which it is affiliated. And it looks, as if the
National Federation of Telephone Workers

SOUTHERN 'BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY, INCCRPORATED
•

ge.

•

e••

•

5.

'

•

•

•
7

0.

e
.
I

•
•

College
n,
PlanMurraye
Girl Scout Day Camp
Killed
Will Be Completed Soon
Cohlinued from Page 1 i

Miss Roberts To
Head Summer
Program

_

\

Miss Ferguson then went to the
home of -a neighboring family. Mr.
and Mrs .Orville • Hrniee, whia live
about 400 yards from the Ferguson f:irmhouse.

,i'rolessor

spaniels have tiatur.41 piaDensity for retrieving. They are
All

H. L. WATERFIELD
'NAMES ARDERY AS
VET CHAIRMAN

..e.,..
/
:1=%%:/'
7
.41
47.147i3,--e
iit
i
!
1
::7

.
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Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
at•••••

weNelif

SALES REPORT For APRIL 22, 1947
848

Total head sold

(1,,,Fit y .Fat 't eat- and

22.50
22.00
16.20
5.25- 15.00

HOGS
21 -01
I

-

...:14i1114'f•

Fancy Veals
NV. 1 Veal.;
Na,. 2 Veals
Throwouts

11111

1 1 110

256 pounds
1 SO
255 to 300 tuiunds

12 f;f1-'10;;Iiii
,t.latt."1",_, •

•

/.:Yk1.

Bull

110111- 11j.

Milk

;:;.(11)-179.,P)

22.00
21,00
.
17.75 Down

hying your st
virmer. and StOr kmen
b. I &Hock so that all cloak can he booked at
Onceouidthecks be made without being deLoed

,

NOTICE!
138 TAXI WILL MOVE MAY 1
TO ITS NEW LOCATION AT
CORNER OF

FOURTH AND WALNUT
• Experienced Drivers
• Safe Cars

• Prompt Service
• Courteous Treatment

138 TAXI

PHONES

HZ74515;2,/
•,:--.67.47,
, ------------------.,------..,,if/
•"'iv:

ADVERTISED IN
4‘)
t

Now's the time to buy!llere are America's
most tlimous foods-advertised in Life
Nlapzine-at money-saving prices: Hurry
to Kroger with your biggest shopping bag.
You'll find all the brands you know
.
the labels you trust and wantjt's Kroger
fo-r-&tter values!
II

additional. .70togrit..
-

LIFE

As "Airartisat:a LIFE"
The %teal-Really Veal
Must folks like best

IN

Big Kroger value No shortage,
get your share now.

AortitISID PS

It s All P,rk

49c
•

AUNT JEMINA
.t i.iei.

it p.illf4

MORTON'S SALT
lieep Brown Beans -

LIBBY'S BEANS .

V V

St

N

LIFE

-

gc

Pkg

MAXWELL HOUSE
Enioy --Good to the Last Drop.-..
Vacuum packed Coffee.

Flour

kt

Large
.a 25c
2s

-LIFE KRAFT VELVEETA
2 79
ativrinsio

ARMOUR'S
MEET
12-Cz. Can

KROGER
$1.55 BREAD

CAMEL CIGARETTES
L'uy all popular brands at our
Carton
money saving carton price

LL

addiliDnal Zuceit,
VabicA

49c

Lovelier Skin in
14 Days .

TOMATO SOUP. 2 n,123c

3 Bars 29c

isiiitr”sEs
erEIR'IV
umES
K•

.

2 Cam 29c

IN

•

LIFE

.eiiilig tea

TENDERLEAF
•'11"4TEA25c

PRESERVES'

Keep a supply on ice . . . a delicious thirst quencher. Plue dep. V btic

Pet or Carnation

29c

25c
Sandwich Spread
11.55
Float, 25 lbs guaranteed
1 25 llse Self Rising Flour.
01 60
in cloth hag
I
911.•
10 Dm Robin Hood Flour
$2.00
23 It's ••1711.
Other ll,,urs cheap
52.00
Hones. 5-lb jar estracted
31.50
'Loniti, Honey. quart
(an Corn. cream NA),
15c
4No ? can
Vanes ( ountr. Gentleman
lac
Topmost Brand
35c
for
IQO Its Red River (obbler
Potatoes
40c
Large California Oranges. dot 53"
('an Pears. No. 2 can 13c. 15c or ?Oc
$1.30
thicken Siarter. 25 lbs.
Witter ShelJa, 25-111. hag
Keg Soda, lb.
6 lbs
Kv. Wonder Bunch Beans.
Other Bunch Beans. lb
I resh supplv Cabbage and
Onion Plants due.
Pimento Pepper Plant..
(.airres Dog
Oro Pup.
Ntilk Bone, Pard:
5-lb bag Oats
50c
'MEATS
smoked Jowl, sugar cured
,BSc
White Salt Jowl*
. 31c
()leo. lb
45e'
Lard. 4-lb cartons
51.40
50e
sliced Bacon, 1 -lb laver.
( heese. 2 lb. hoses
90e
F resh Beef, Veal. Pork and
Poultry,.
40 I
Food.

RITZ

1-Lb
Jar

27c

Kroger

52c

Lb

25c

41,'„49c

MILK
MILK

CHASE a SANBORN

1-Lb
Jar,

ti

PEPSI-COLA
A

LIFE
PS

•

.lc for soups. salads etc
61i a 2c
1p
CRANIUM
V
soap far fair and bath
Reg sue i n,„
1 WU
Bar

LIBBY'S TOMATO JUICE

•

.`ir,s35c

(7.1d Medal or Pillsbury

Twice Rich. Rich in flavor, rich in
. 46 Oz Can
vitamins. Good value .

FLOUR

31`

25.1i"2.09

1:o.ger

s I.95

FLOUR

Sw•ethe3rt SOAR
CLOROX

4011111trik0 IN

-

and disinfectant

Qua!r! I

GILLETTE BLADES

LIFE

5C

.,1,s

:e

KOTEX

••pkgs 4§C
12 07
Pkg

POST TENS

Pkg

A.S.U.F.,.

41 04

,cried Reel Hash -

ARMOUR'S

PEAR MIX

F ,ve varieties Famed for a century
for finest quality. .......10.0: Tumbler

19c

•

APPLE SAUCE....

on2
INf....
(

51

44-c.z.
Bottle

20o

country Club
40141.1111411)

Whel. SHREDDED WHEAT

SC

Excellent f.r salads-Peach and
Nc
o...25330

MOTT'S JELLIES

'kg
of 5 25c

• to buy.at Kroger

iii

LIFE

I 6c

25c
3.54...

ADvfatialiD

IN

LIFE

CATSUP

SWIFT'S ALLSWEET
The 'Guest Quality- Margarine, deliLf
cate natural flavor. Buy now

HUNT'S TOMATO SAUCE

45c
25c.

Oz
.Csairts-

A bargain at this

FREE
-entcr cuntc,t, win one 37
. BABY SPOON
LIFE ,f the 30fIcAir
refrigeratois
g
44-0z.

14 07 22
Can %SVC

- WWI/AMID IN

SWANSDOWN
line cake

SPOTLIGHT
COFFEE

To all Lab,cs born between
eigheatapni
401/111TISI0 IN

LIFE

3-Lb. Bag 5112

3Can',23c

Armour's Star or Swift's Premium

HAMS
Lb.
Armriur's Star or Swift's Premium, Layer Sliced

Priced right f 0 r preserving
... Cuba's finest fresh pineapple . . . lustio.edy tender
. . . tangy . . .

51c

Crate Of 24 for

$549

BACON • • Lb.63c
4.

•

6 for

each

• beef

•

Chuck Roast

Sausage

lb. 42c

ctn.

52c

„jyr;ft's Skinless

-Kroger-Cat Beef

Franks

Round Steak'.: lb. 59c

- lb. 45c

'gift certificate at Kroger. LIFE begins with a FREE gift from
Kroger.

PINEAPPLE
FOR
CANNING

SMOKED TENDER

WHOLt or
HALF

mid:

23 and. midnight

May
3, 1947 - a ;every Princess psitern spoon, purc-silver plated. Get

GEBBERS BABY FOODS,
Chopped or strained-All
varieties. (Dozen cans .. 89c)

•

Delos

PALMOLIVE SOAP

ade-Grown Colt,.
Cereal.
Goggle. Free with two
30c
( herno•
2/tc
Kellogg's Variety
30c
Cream of Rice. IS-oz. pkg
Gerber. ('ereal 1:0041.4.
15c
VOL pkg.
Heinz and Gerber; canned
Sc
Bab) Foods, full lint. can
15-oz. pkg. Sunmaid Raisins .. 25c
Fancy Evaporated Peaches. lb. 25c
30r
Extra fancy. lb
Evaporated Prunes.
I9c
Small size. lb.
25c
Evaporated Aprieots. lb.
•
Flavor Kist Saltine Crackers.
49c
lb. 255': 2 lbs.
Flavor Kist Graham Crackers.,
2k
pound
Table Crowder Peas.
7 1-2c
. Mixed colors. lb
White Peas. 2 lbs.ZSe
VarrInerfFileal5I.•111e-•""Wee55e
fit jar Salad Dressing
32.
L Pint jar
,
55
• Blue Plate Mayonaisa pt jar

Unclt
scribe •
dist. s
and a
plished

01•AlImem•IIII

----------------------:LW/AVIV

•

Swarm's Grocery

24

7•.
.
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LOOK!

Boggess Produce Co.

J. D.
a well
sey co
100th 3
Born
dence
Johnny
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century
no no
mother,
was in
from s
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months
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Hens Profits $4A9
Where Records Kept

-

Uni
Enj,

• Candidate IIeclares
,Primary Issues To
Become "Clear-Cut

or

LOOK!

"A al*
away
piaci

many hunters, who seldom or ne err
hunt wildfowl. For upland game

these who do not insist
rather generally slower than point- only ifor
spaniel may - serve
a_puipti.a
upon
ers and settera, have a greater
`Aar to ground. nicely for the combination of t asiv
put
to
Sadency
By Ted Kesting
and recovery.
may be even more thorough in find
Neither -springer nor cocker,
re combining small 'areas, have ,ore
however, is adapted to endure the
We are all awaro of the cur- features the different breeds have ' patience--and. title ‘greater_ deicy waters of a typical duck day,
short.
In
search.
endless
current
andi
vogue,
in
light
in
In
retrievers.
offer.
We4 to
rent interest
This fact is some-thing that too
,and believe this interest will rightly so, We find the Ches- where the greater interest of The
hope
many seem to fail to appreciate,
prove
Nothing
will apeakes, the Labradors, the gul- pointing breeds lies in the search
perpetual.
Especially as to springers iper99 more surely ..save game than as- dens. flat-cwatecl and cury-cuated for, and the finding of, live tame
haps-Abecause they are larger and
sured delivery of all dead and retrievers. All of these are eapec- -the spaniel seems to derive equal
sturdy a we are too often aiikially adapted by nature for the re- joY from live, ctippled or dead j more
crippled fun or feather.
"What sort of a duck dog
The appointment of Philip P.
Horace Lytle. dog expert. tells covery of dead or crippled game game. Thus a springer or cocker 'ed:
spaniel may be often preferred-, by could I expect of this breed?"
Ardery as chairman of the Vet- us of some of the most outstanding from water.
eran's Division of the Harry Lee

Meeting Mrs. House, Miss Fergs
asked her to get_ in, touch
with George Lee, carpenter who
-4as building a barn for Ferguson, and tell him to come to the
Ferguson 'home . Miss Ferguson apt • , '• "' • l.30.
r
Plai •
pe.ired cable but she ran hack to
maae
Murriy Girl Sceors win
Waterfield campaign for the Demher houst%
next Wednesday afternoon by. the ,
nominagn for Governor
ocratic
h Car641ouse iii idled Lee and. te
cheirmen of the' program activities
AIdery.
announced.
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sbn's brother-in-law. and House's
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statement
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throughout the state with whom
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SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES

"A letter from home" to those here and far
a way — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

•

THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1947

Uncle Johnny Lawrence Of Kirksey Is
Enjoying His 100th Ye'r In Calloway

•

J. D. "Uncle Johnny" Lawrence,
a well known resident_of the Kirksey community, is enjoying his
100th year in Calloway county.
Born one mile south of Providence on March 25. 1848, Uncle
Johnny has quietly. watched Calloway undergo the changes of a
century of growth. Long life is
no novelty in his family.
His
mother, the former Arminta Knott,
was in fine health until injuries
from a fall caused her death at
the age of 99 years and seven
months.

(per-

ger and
ten dsack doe
I?"

1

Uncle Johnny's neighbors describe him as "a farmer, Methodist. always upright, industrious
and a great man." An accomplished student of the Bible, he

sometimes explains portions of the
Scripture. that are difficult for
others to understand. Hie keen
mind led him to a love for mental arithmetic and he often has
"41uwed up" high school students
and grown men alike with his
swift solutions.
• His five living daughters are
all residents of near Murray. They
are Mrs. Nora McCallon, Mrs. Ola
Wrather and Mrs. Jessie Jones, all
of Kirksey: Mrs. Flana Cunninghame.
and
Mrs.
Farmington.
Herma
Butterworth, Browr's
Grove.
One daughter. Mrs. Venna Swift. died in 11937. He also
lost a young son of whom he
often speaks,
brothers,
Three
Rule, in and Wayne are living.

Shipment of...
SUPER - PHOSPHATE
46 per cent : 47 per tent
FOR CASH PURCHASE
CAR POULTRY and GARDEN WIRE
4' and 5' lengths
LARGE SHIPMENT of DUSTS
Incluaing ..
ARSENATE:OFLEAD- _
PARIS GREEN
ROTENONE DUST
TOMATO DUST
POTATO DUST

-

REMEMBER
All above costs become your savings

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N.
Robert Perry, Manager

Phone 207

3c

1 ''

aa••••••oa

5c

ties and dances held in their honor
in the city of Antwerp.
The Wilkes Barre, which was
commissioned July 1, 1944, saw action in the Philippine Islands area.
the China Sea and in waters near
the Japanese home islands.

TWELVE CALLOWAY STUDENTS
ENROLLED AT UNIVERSITY
LEXINGTON, April 23--For the
first time since before the war,
the University of Kentucky reports a truly representative enrollment-geographically speaking.
Acctirding to a sureey by the
Department of Public Relations of
the geographical distribution of
the current student population of
nearly --0,400a. every-- one- --ea Ken-tucky:s 120 counties,is represented
by at least one student. In addition. 40 other' states, the District
of Columbia, one U.S. possessiort
and nine foreign countries are listed as the legal residence of one
or more of U.K.'s all-time record
number of students for a Spring
term.
Calloway county is the home' of
12 students, the jeport states.

Home Agent Gets
National Aecloitta_

9c

RANKS THIRD IN
DISABLED VET PLACEMENT

!KENTUCKY

Kentucky ranked third' in the , stituted 59.1 per cent of all male
nation in the latest national corn-a non-agricultuial placements in the
parisdh of placements of disabled] State during the period, Ma: Madveterans with placements of all den stated. In the national comveterans it was announced today parison, Kentucky ranked fourby B. J. Madden. veterans em- teenth in . percentage of veteran
ployment representative for Ken- placements.
tucky. Of all veterans placed on
non-agiicultural aebs through the
Christian coUhty farmers are
facilities of the Kentucky State
_considerable interest in
(minx
Thalatoartnent -Service- in- -IN b.awry,
ladino clover, several of them hav16.1 per cent were disabled vetering purchased certified shed,
ans. In the January study ,Kentucky Wag' in fifth place.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
Total veteran placements con-

The 40 other states represented
in the current enrollment account
for only 10-per ceria of the total
with Ohio topping all other states.
Foreign countries send 13 students
to the University. Represented
are Canada, Costa Rica, Cuba,
France; The. Netherlands. Turkey.
Republic of Panama. Greece and
Puerto Rico.
-Wart -H. en-a
--Vetereme-of
rolled for the Spring quarter total
4.207 and make up, more than 66
per ..cent of the student body.
Nearly 90 per cent 43.770) come
from within the state. The enrollment is predominantly male with
a total of 4.142 men vetezans and
More
only 65 ex-servicewomen.
than 28 per cent (4 all veterans at
U.K. this quarter are married,
statistic-a show.

MRS JENNTE C GRUBBS
Thirty-two v ears or taeless effort has brought Mrs. Jennie' C.
Grubbs of Boyle county national
recognition for. distinguished serSpread of the Dutch elm disease
vice to ;gricultare and hoinemakin Kentucky in the past...few years
She •was appointed home
ing.
that this. famous
mean
may
Boyle
agent in
demonstratiOn
American tree is soon to follow
county March I. 1915.
acextinction,
into
the Chestnut
Her first work consisted Drina
~ding ate-iontomoluaists al
cipally Or organizing sewing, garAgricultural Expiariment Station
dening, canning and poultry cliatts
at Lexington.
among boys and -girls. Beginning
The Dutch elm disease was first
in - six rural communities, Mrs.
found in Campbell county in 1110.
Grubbs gradually extended her
and the past year was found in
work over the county.
Congress recently autkorized the
Bracken, Kenton. Pendleton and
World War I called for intens"The Murray State Teacheas Colother northern counties, of the lege farm is in a very high state Secretary of War to carry out all ive activities in feed production
feassaale-wisaas atattw eke t J4k in and- pi ear, ettiara--including --sae
of eultivation.“ -Prof-The possibility of- working out. head of the agriculture department. for disposition of the remains of use of substitutes for white flour.
It has been those Americans whowere killed sugar. Meat. lard and other foods.
a control program for the Dutch stated - recently.
Mrs. Grubbs gave numerous demelm disease is not encouraging, limed. phosphated, and legumes during World •War II.'
The next of kin of those mem- onstrations in making war breads,
says the statement. The principal have been sown to obtain its presaim; eagaaa fie. of paaareelivity- soybean 7-tteitagra4,
.iheeaeara.--back.
which feeds on wood of dead ...The income of the farm i's sur- of the civilians wha served with other substitute foods. She launchtrees. The .fact that the disease is prisingty large, even to experi- the armed forces will. be requested ed . a school-lunch pt-ogram at
Parksville in 1918'.
spreading in hilly land covered ented farmers. .The peach crap to indicate their wishes.
Following the first war, women
by native forest, including a large alone sold for $V00 last year, and .Information and forms or indipercentage of elms, adds to the it is expected to exceed that cating wishes of next of kin will in all communities in Boyle county were organized into home-demdifficulty of controlling it.
The average be forwarded at an early dafe.
amount this year.
onstration chine to Improve the ,
gross income of the.farm'is 522.000
Four options will be offered. standards of living.' Then came
He has a number of grandchil- per year, and 410.000 of this is They are:
relief
the depression, with its
dren and great grandchildren and net income.
I. The remains be interred in a problems, the drought years of
seven 'great great grandchildren.
military
in
is
trails.
:American
farm
two
permanent
The college
1930, 1933. and 1935. and the
Always eager to speak of his One tract contains 50 acres and Is cemetery, overseas.
great flood of 1937. All these '
-2. The remains be returned to called
youth, Uncle- 'Johnny can recall located aeressathe highway north
for a tremendous amount
hundreds of people and places en- of the stadium. The , other tract the United States, or any posses- of home-demonstrafion work.
countered in his long life in Callo- contains 265 acres and is located sion or territory thereof. for inWorld War II found Mrs. Grubbs
• /414le. Wrist sat "Five -Pointe." terment by. 1110114,-461-414,11- ift a-peiway.- Once,- he • eays„ he used a
again in the leaa 4n organizing the
the
of
some
with
is
It
cemetery,
equipped
vale
God's
asked
he
but
word,
profane
women of Boyle county in many
shipped
remains be
3. •The
forgiveness and promised never most modern buildings and machinwar activities, including increased1
.
foreign
a
to
purposes
of
major
returned
three
The
•
or
ery.
says
he
promise
A
to use another.
food production, canning, drying
dea
the
homeland
ofs
provide
the
farm
to
are
college
the
country,
believe
• he has kept. His friends
and other ways of building up and
) that one slip into profanity every laboratory for agricultural stu- ceased or next of kin, for inter- preserving foodatipplies.
cafefor
private
a
food
in
the
kin
provide
of
to
next
dents,
by
ment
100 years is permissable.
labor.
utilize
to
student
cemetery.
teria and
—
The principal product of the
4. The "temains be returned to
he college farm the United States for final interfarm is milk.
has 75 head of -purebred jerseys. ment in a .national cemetery.
These jerseys provide niilk for
the college cafeteria. Among other Ind burley tobacco. wheat and
kinds of animals, the farm has two
grains, and numerous
four-star ,purebred jersey bulls. other small
400 laying hens. 1200 bcoilers, eight vegetables.
Duroc brood sows, and an undisHosed number of pigs and shoats.
Because Ky. 22 burley showed
There are 32 acres in permanent up well in testsaanade in 1946 in
pasture. 7 acres in orchards, and Barrep county, there is consideracres in rotation cultivation. able interest in growing it this
year.
rh, farm raises both dark-fu

COLLEGE FARM IS FOUR OPTIONS
VERY PRODUCTIVE, GIVEN IN RETURN
SAYS A. CARMAN OF WAR II DEAD
et Income Is
$10,000 Per Year;
Gross Is $22,(X)O

I:

•

The World's Luxury Cleaner

Light Work
Satin Sheen
Notice the polished highlights, when you clean with
Sani-Wax!
Sani-Wax is rich and smooth,
For WOODWORK
but FAST. Skims off dirt and
*pith an easy stroke, and
grime
" FURi-Vrit'RE
leayes a lovely finish. It's the
ENAMELS
beautifying cleaner that doss
PORCELAIN
professional work.

CLEANS with a SHEEN
Buy a bottle, and see!

79

5e PINTS

Gliaalail%rovtnsss $1.39
2.39
3.95

Calloway County Lumber Co.
Phone 72

Fourth Street

COMING HERE!
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL FIELD

5c

Saturday Night, April 26, 7:30 P. M.
DONKEY BASEBALL

09

95
3c

'
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GET YOUR CAR IN TUNE FOR
SPRING DRIVING

Oc
=MI

M.O.4.••••
.00
.....
1.6

See

Iamb
•••

SoftBall

SPILLS
If your car's on its -last legs- - - don't despair! We
can bring itarokind to_health And vitality again with our
expert service. ,

Played
21111R,.•

THRILLS,
on

•
•
•
•

rad:
14ay
pitGet
betee.

Brakes need relining?
Tires worn out and need replacing?
Motor need overhauling?
Exterior need a new paint surface?

Mexican

CHILLS

Mules

.

- We'll do the job well and fast, so that your car can
be -back on the road -safe- through a rigorous spring-44
driving.
BRING YOUR CAR IN FOR A
CHECK-UP TODAY

“I'm sorry, gentlemen,
but someone slipped
you a counterfeit note!"
We really don't think anyone could get
away with a thing, with the cops—
but whether you're "the law" or not,
you can he confident that we will give
you the hest service, cleanest gas and
oil, and penny for penny value.

ALL SERVICE WORK GUARANTEED
4

45
5c

ic

-

SaniWax

- Disposition Will
Be Determined
By Next of Kin

HUDSON

PACKARD

lc

F2c . Tollie Dell McMillen, 18
year old son of Mr. and Mrs. T.
D. McMillen of Murray, Is now
serving aboard the light cruiser
USS Wilkes Barre, according to a
recent Navy Department release.
The Wilkes Barre is at present
on a visit to Antwerp. Belgium.
During the . viajtabe 'officei-§ and
enlisted personnel will have par-

Elm May Follow
Way of Chestnut

_ JUST RECEIVED

.,

McMillen Sails
Aboard Cruiser

DUBLIN & DENTON

6

Seventh and Maple

Tclephone 500

Played on Mexican Burros Direct from Old Mexico
More fun than a

CIRCUS
See your Home Town Players Ride the Donkeys

FUN! FUN! MORE FUN!

Chig's Gulf Service

ADMISSION: Adults 60c; Children 30c

TELLUS "CHIG" CARRAWAY

Sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars of Murray

SIXTH and MAIN

TELEPHONE 9117
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Letters To Editor

Rework Furniture
After Cadiz Fire
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Better Farming
Calloway County

. .
- . Varnished furnittaae. turn, a
white as a result o/ th' watel•

Consolidation...of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and

used in putting out' a fire in the
Cadiz Hotel iMine weeks ago. is

being refinaed by .methods Trigg
county homemakers have - boon..
satisfactOry. Miis Eleanor Whittinghill. home agent. reeprnmended alternate agiplications 'of ammonia with that of equal amounts

A weekly feature prepared by members of 'The
ram Leaders organisation and dedicated to

Calloway County
better farming

,

A CALLOWAY FARMER
ENDORSES ARTIFICIAL
BREEDING
Dear Neighbor Farmer,
Every farmer is engaged

4
•
joying telephone service for local
i ee
anci
!prices, is ,roofing. fencing nm.‘
Ila and customers which Is a
larm machnitry are so- .1d4tithat fanners cannot afford to keep: good "everimunity spirit. their buildings and machimery .up I Why
to a working stanaurd.,
the telepliouu ofrice"-d'About like
.We. do not .understand why at picketing a grave,yard-what is

I

inijutotent downward cannot be there to, enter for.

owners of small. farms iii Callo- rate Oacept- with all hired labor,
way County -who were 'attic awake because the cost of repairing corn- P '
of turpentine and linseed oil. the
A (t.
discoveredm
the milk cow as an-on buildings and fencing is pro- T
hibitive; as this class of work
latter mixture being put on with
INSEMINATION
farm
the
ARTIFICIAL
way
keeping
other
of
V
NATIONAL EDITORIAL._
cannot compete with prices-paid E
fine steel wood. The treatment
income steady.
/ •
SSOCIATION
le11 give a . satinl'smooth finish,
Ifs Ralph Ginsies. assistant vocational agriculture teacher
The question now- U-. what kind to painters. carpenters and, other
iR; -Mbittingiull• said. and should
Kirksey High School
of a cow? When a-farmer grows technicat labors,
The Emm:tt Slevens Co.
be followed by light applications
.1 Loth
a crop he wants the be'.: crop I This rivalry is leading
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
s'
a 1910
po.4443.1e,
,kehetber
4
_
.,
into
tebecee,
ia
cumitry
of
-wax.
continued
state
in
.interest
the
„own
cnuntry's
Avorts sentAIL eise -CtRa PLAVIONS
72.1(y.
best bulls ..This can be accomplished cheaper and easier i corn, or vegetables, ne would depression.. Many town: are enWe reserve the rigna.ta reject any Advettising. Letters to the Editor
Il
through the Calloway County Artificial Breeding Associa- • get the beat seed available. Then
Prevent war'
Peace that
tie Public Voice items which in our opinicn Is not for the best inter-eat
Then in his reference of election tion then any other \arty to my kffowledge.
why -wauld a farmer be content
If our readers.
with a poor cow, when the best
of two yea:s ago when. as be says.
is
to
ton-profit
organization
this
of
The
purpose
only
I was banished to politital obcows are the cheapest?
the question is how to get
hvion, which I raise no defense. improve the dairy animals of this area. There-are fewer
Murray Should Be Represented On The
and admit that it was . a great registered dairy bulls in Calloway County than there has the best Cows. Even. our school
College Board Of Regents'
blessing far me as I had for 12 been in the past three years; consequently, more cows are boys' as beginners can tell us
•
Let your screening costs be applied to year'
years spent much of m y time being bred this year to scrub bull's than last year. There that milk cows, as high producers,
long
The death of Judge Chas. Fergusonewho was killed
round window-service by installing "WEATHEReor are 58 purbred and 73 scrubs in Calloway County accord- come from good breeding. All of
.
orns. of r;ae .:rinc!,oth
ii,
ba,
orgahlea
i
by his demented sister at her home in Smithland last Sat-i"
have t,
VANE-4- interchangeable
ing, to a recent survey made by the Vocational Agriculture us know we will never
arday has created a .vatancyon the Board of Regents ofl gres, ter milk cows until we havemade ih these liPrier: Departments throughout the county. We can see-Y
plainlSCREEN-and STORNI- WINDOWS- aNsd DOORS
the advantage of breedtng to .g,aai
- Murray Stare- College. Be was appointed on April 1. 1944.1 however may I ask -if any , further
regisJerseys
the
compared
to
froth
the
of
number
scrub_
bulls'.
nr.der
made
been
+las
fprogrees.
1.
April
not
until
expire
Which
wit]
for a four. year tern
.Our new "Summer-Plan" exterftls your first
:ire hard to keep, dangerpresert leadership. When we be- tered that Calloway County is decreasing very rapidly in
194S.
quality -Of- dairy animals, 1:41-isemeisits fewer dellarts
sus, and- costly: thereforea the .avpayment to October -1; 1947.
tr-wilt- be the dury of -Governor Simeon WIllte to •1115- 1 . n'in CalloWaT-m Iftt-tke'- State the'
erage farmer has been willing to
I had not td
ove of the dairy farmer's pocket. •
urne a single b.fil
• -point his succ.esebr. He should, by all means. -be a resident!dirt in tilts county, an d may I aak
conveniently
good
a
to
need
preegram,
In
we
dairy
developing
direct breed his cow most
ASK FOR FREE ESTIMATIONS
of Nlurray as this communit y, w hit is so proud of 3tur- l ahie e: being -done now?
common sire rather than
very
a
to
eur thinking and planning-into the future. Our dairy ani- take- the trouble ;old expense to
ra -State Cei4eisee ie-4iett-nuw represented on the Board of Arid to cap it all .off •he cast
mals can be improved amere economically by using top breed to a good bull. .The result
Regents.
Make Your Decision NOW!
elled accusation of dishoneSty
bolls than by se-curing fe-rtfate-replaceinentse-eh*
quality
Last year whrneflithert -Meredith of Owensboro. for- certain'deals of sales ineit
u'
attorney-general. was appolnfed to - succeed ie theTeSeee.ask at present are extremely high and next to impossible to we do in5T-h-a've as many good
mer _state atterney-genera
Orli:
MASTER SEAL
15 years
George Hart uf this city. Murray was left.without a retire- him to come to the defense of the obtain. With the average herd in the county having three cattle as we had 10 or
sentatke on the Board of Regents for, the first time since people and tell all he knows about COWS. we cannot profitably secure the services of top qual- , ale now have a chance to solve
the s, called ••durnmy- organiza- ity bulls as are being Wed in the ertificial breeding because
Nancy C. Howard
Solon Shackleford
the college was built here in .1924.
our problem. Here's how-we can
If he has a case why not our operating capital is limitde
•
Dick Giles
North
Street
Fifth
- • We thought at the time that Governor Willis did Mur- Oen..
have
we
'cows
the
start breeding
present it? Oh he says it might
4th Street
North
105
Phone
323
or
Hart.
Mayor_
bull.
old
year
re-appointing
good
a
individual
farmer
'buy
may
not.
by
An.
injustice
best
the
to a good bull and keep
ray a grave
nut have been illegal . .. why not
Phone 1087
choosing some other good -Murray Dernocrat to succeed tell Sit h, kr.,.W• about it?. He re- use him two years, and then sell him for beef. This is pri- heifera. In turn we can breed
him. He can now correct that i-njustice by appointing a feried vaguely • 1.5 something, of the marily the reason we are unable to keep enough good dairy 'these. heifers -to the boot bulls and
day of the cam- bulls in service.. The farmer receives approximately' the in a few years we can he on our
Murray man of his own party to serve the ha-lance-of Judge -tee-ere the
to high milk production onceFeraruson'a term, and we kraw of no better choice. thatte.,.i.m. but that was not the reason eame'number of dollars for the three year old bull for beef 'way
again. HOW CAN- WE'FIND THE.
tie es-he
-it was .,,the use ,
4
4=1_ •
• -441P-11
t•Pr kittn-A--4Re ve.ar
!h,• propaganda, that he for him to get his cows with calves plus a few cows of his
ecutive secretary of the Murray Chamber of Commerce..
tang up azttificial ha-eedirig in
the
The
supp•.rt
icrvireoily
e
th
neighbors. The feed forr this bull alone will cost $75.00 to. CalloWay County is right_ on -our
. The law eas the qualifitatione for fr member of
LET US TAKE CARE OF
men E-A. Ho,Wever,- I realize as
labor, extra fencing and endan- doorstep. • If we can sign up 120Board of Regents is that he must be active in public affairs.'
•r me it was -a !ait-,•,-iiist as ,it $100.00 not including the
-Thia particular bull may have CQ*S we can begin to have the adgering.of,human
.that he must)a man of good judgment and.that he must freed --me- to attend to my o
be warthy of confidenee. Max tort. measures,up.to these
Isamu .1..tektereegleeted_eir been a good bull, butebefcar. his daughters Conte into,pro- vantage of. good ttreedinia that we
he has already enTerted the slaughtering pen; his knOw We 'need and that we have
ears trying to (.0 • something
addition he is an experienced schOoI,;
• qualifications, and
longed for. alauw-is our chance to
beiii7i1, in CallOway, services .are reducd to two 'years whether he be good or
teacher, a former superintendent of education in hie eei-iter re.es
lift ourselves -out of the mire by
e!..cti•-e
NIy
from.
()trice
release
STATE
MURRAY'.
.1
la
b
.GRADUATE.OF
u
td
a
.
t
r
and
c.",unty,
i°•n'
bye'.
our own- boot straps. Within a
b...c-. my Ii:1 .t.c,.I g'..in. but
ht•
COLLEGE.. - Artificial breeding is no longer,in the experimental tew years we will be wondering.
I ......Id L.....e :' all to see CielloweY
to take-,
. When the college wae built here in P024 the pe,ple 7.1.':, r ...ii system paced
in ec n - stage; There are 15 cooperatives operating in Kentucky why we waited so long.
p
of Calloway 4,74iunty dug clown into their pockets and do- :•,;.r. •na• '..t sh...1d. b.• I Wiii at the present time which invokes several thousand cows. this intelligent step.
nated the sum of $11.0.900.00 to constrUce the first bu:id- ‘..• lure •h..•. • ..th 'Arm. I served A central stud barn is located near Louisville, and some of Let's act ridge [her wide awake
the school kenalalished. In eur opinion Gov.- ,•.. me n,..re thari -this- RE-pre- the outstanding bulls in the United States are being used fellows we - are and with the eyes'ing and tie
of all good business amen everyta- aveiatei•r-- •-Of-aitwarse--we te"turnikh -sower-to- ttre-toratrooperatiresinthe-sterte
Otifor-W-thlishnuld. asestatatterofeetimmon jeletiee apeue
•
where upon us, lets sign Up tee
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'r..•
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"
cent
.
t.,
30
.
40C1
one of our local citizens as a member. of the board.
. it is necessary to have contract for artificial breeettris fo:In organizing a cooperatives
,.... ,... .....r s it... 7y .s the...' did.
members
of
appointment
the
gO-verning
law
the
Under
approximate 20 mile re- our own sake, 11,17 our netahbore
1;200 cows signed up within
Tay. ; •• ..:re-- rl vf. by • t:.,s
and-•for
of the Board of Regents of teacher tellegee in Kentucky
h.t r.e. .....,,,,,,:•," tinae. Anyone who -has dairy eattle, either grade or regis:- sate... Mr nue county's rate
•
A 2 . V. • :J ..3.• . e.:
cake of the Young farmers who
there shalrbelWo members of .eaCh political party on the
sl.cF .. ler crt-•.:••• art...I. to bc, tem.& are entitled to beeotte members. A lifetime mem- the
board. • The fifth member shall be a state superintendent !, the l•,..--• .;•• 7h- same 'Arne . . . bership costs $8.00 pies one dollar per cow. This $1.00 per Will live in the. homes- after us.
.
THIS IS PERHAPS;'.fHE BEST
•
h..
of public instruction,
cow entifles Die-member to breed one cow artifccially as BUSINESS PROPOSITION THAT
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The
long as he -lives- in this 2u mile area. This permits him to HAS BEEN OFFERED TO CALT C TUFtNEft
and Claude Winslow of Mayfield. Ttly Demecratic memmove from farm to farm within the area..aeletestill hold his LOWAY COUNTY FARMERS
-Meredith • The
. bers•are.Max(.0 Priee ef Raprew and
membership. At the time of breedifig'etheere will be a fee THROUGH ALL TIMES.
.tNt)THF.R 1I RE I
Respectfully aubmitted,
superintendent of tethlic instru, tion -John Fred Villiams
S5.1,0 per cow. This will entitle the breeder to three
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of Paintsville.
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A. B.
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OUR Sanitone Dry Cleaning Service

-.-....WV

OONE CLEANERS

AWNINGS

I

. •
s I
I'

SPRING TIME IS AWNING TIME.
See us about recovering now

A THREE. ACT COMEDY
-SILAS SMIDGE 1:RdM TURNIP RID°.'•

6

JUNIOR CLASS HAZEL HIGH SCHOOL
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•

PADUCAH TENT & AWNING COMPANY
Contact RAY -MADDOX
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Estelle Erwq.
•

410 North Fifth Street
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FOR FREE ESTIMATES IN MURRAY and VICINITY
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SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
•
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
- We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

Grisham's Garage Murrayans Buy
Surplus Vehicles
Is New Business

Packard Produces Its Millionth Car

PARKER

Announcewent of the opening of
on
Garage, located
Grisham's
reet, was made
.
North -Thirtentli ve
this week. R. R. Grisham was
formerly with Buck's Body Shop,
Murray, and will operate the new
business:*
The garage, Grisham said, 'is
prepared to do all general automobile and tractor repair work,

By RACHEL ROWLAND
Home Demonstration Agent

MATCHER v. till 4011 11111111111M

•

Murray veteran Joseph W. Parker. purchased a cargo truck and
John H. Parker and 'tidy C. Starks,
_also of Murray, purchased jeeps
at the War Assets Administration's
recent sale of surplus motor vehicles, to World War II veterans'
at Cnri'll) -Campbell. K.
This sale of 32 N'ehicles, which .
originally cost the Government
approximately $64.000. attracted
830 inter-ted buyers

"

•

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Dr. J: M. Converse
Graduate
Veterinarian

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats

— OFFICE —
East Main St., Phone 560-.1

Hatchett's Grocery
1214 West Main
Phone 375

— RESIDENCE —
203 N. 16th St., Phone 560-R

BOONE'S
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Save 10 to 20%
06 Cash and Carry on both
both Laundry and Cleaning

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.
Telephono 64
We Deliver

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44
WE DELIVER

SUPPLIES

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

South Side
Square

PLUMBING

Eat. 1897

Call 383

Murray, By.

PEACE...
We take the burden of funeral and burial
arrangements off your hands in your time of
grief.
•
Warren, O., Nov. 6-, 1899. Now in
the James Ward Packard Engineering
Laboratory at I.ehigh University, old
Model A was loaned for the event.
Nearly S00,000 of the first million
Packards are still operating, according
to 1946 car registrations. Christopher
noted.

Civil Service Says

,Murray Hatchery.. Two Mut

For Vet Hospitals

-LGeti Foreign Bid

rray Student Is Wesley Delegate To
Methodist Meeting

Prescriptions A
Specialty

•

A. B. Beale & Son

This week we will talk about
two more house cleaning job—
painted
cleaning wallpaper and
surfaces. Let's consider the .4ist
first.
Painted furniture or woodwork
is easier to keep clean if it is
dusted often and regularly. When
it does have to be washed there
are many good commercial cleanPackard Motor Car Company has oldest long-time emplinee, who
ers to help make the job easier
juii produced its millionth automo- helped build the first Packard (above)
but home made ones do just as
bile—a 1948 Super-Eight Convertible. in 1999.
well and are much less expensive.
"We expect to produce as many
As the car rolled off the assembly
line, it was met by (left to right) cars in the next 6%e sears as we did
The simpliest is to dust the surGeorge T. Christopher, president and in the past forty-eight," Christopher
face and then wash with warm
general manager; Al%an Macauley, said.
suds made with mild soap. Rinse
The first Packard was built in
chairman of the board; and Ed,Jones,
with clear water and dry with a
clean dry cloth.
If the paint is very dirty and
greasy it may be necessary to add
washirfg soda or tri-sodium phosphate to the soapy
A good waterless cleaner is
made by dissolving 1-4 cup washThe Murray Hatchery received
ing soda or 1-8 cup tri-sodium
Federal Civil Service .examina- an inquiry this week from Genphosphate in one quart boiling bon for the position of Dietitian, eral Mercantil, Mexico City.,
water. Ada 1-2 cup soap flakes Grade P-1, $2.644 a year, through
The Mexican concern, in 1,e...reand lei mixture Stand_ until it .Gracte
$.4.902 a year, was ans
quest aaredi—Apritil-, 1947, re-jells. Clean painted surfaces by nounced today. No closing date
hatching
rubbing damp sponge or cloth Has been set and applications may quested Murray prices on
over the jelly and wash a small be filed until -the needs of the serarea. Work quickly and rinse im- vice has been met, the announcemediately. Dry welL _-• •ment said— "
Always begin washing painted
Places 9.f employment are lowalls and woodwork at the bottom cated at Veterans Administration
and 'work- upward. This prevents Hospitals in the folowing cities:
water dripping down on the un- Brecksville, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio;
-cleaned part and making hard to
Ohio; Dayton, Ohio;
Tom Johnson. a pre-med student
streaks.
14move
Dearborn, Mich.; Fort Custer. at Murray State College. repreMich.; Lexington. Ky.; Outwood, sented the Wesley Foundation at
Cleaning Papered Walls
Papered walls may be improved Ky.:- Louisville, Ky., • and Fort the Methodist Student Movement
Conference held at Union College
very much by a thorough dusting. Thomas, Ky.
Application forms may be ob- in Barbourville, Ky., April 18-20.
The dust should be removed with
"'God and the Day's Work" was
from the Murray post ofclean soft wall brush or covered tain
the theme for the conference. Dr.
broom. Clean with a light, up- fice.
William B. Cannon of Emory Unigave the adward stroke but do not rub the versity. Atlanta,
There were discussion
paper. Start at the bottom of dresses.
wall and work upward. Cleaning groups related -"to ttit. 'general
upward lifts dust and spiderwebs theme such as "Living Prayerfulthe
Day With
without anearing or streaking the ly," "Through
Christ" "My Borther and 1," and
paper.
"The Bible Speaks to Me." Few wall papers can be washed
The addresses. Mc worship exsuccessfully but most will respond
well to a cleaner. However, it is periences, the one-act play by the
best to try the creaner in an in- University of Kentucky Foundaconspicious spot first, such as be- tion and the fellowship were in
hind a door. Clean from the top the programs attended by 85
straight delegates from all the colleges in
with long
downward
strokes. Do not rub hard. Overprevent streakTermite control has been an ex- lap each "swipe" to
ing.
clusive business with TERMINIX
since 1927. A free TERMINIX inThis is an excellent recipe for
spection of your property will
home made cleaner. It should be
tell you definitely the extent of
stored in the refrigerator if not
terfnite damage. Don't gui
used within a few days.
about termites. Call your TER MINIX dealer today!
Recipe For Homemade ("leaner

GIVE
TO THE
CANCER

FUND

Build On Lake Sites

Two Murrayans, were listed
among residents of six central and
southern states who are planning
to build summer cottages on lakeshore lots they have leased from
TVA at the Jonathan Creek cabin
sties area on Kentucky lake. TVA
officials stated today.
The Murr.iyans. •1•1"11 Clair B. McGavern and C. O.. Bondurant.
anafuneed •Mot -- by—22/1A
mi -summer It
will—hiVe—Toti
ready for leasing in Several more
vacation-cottage areas on the shore
of Kentucky 1,•ko

REFRIGERATOR, RANGE and WATER
HEATER SERVICE

Well Seasoned and Ready
to Use

High Quality
LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

- BY --

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Dodd Block and Tile
Company
East Main Street
We Deliver

BROOKS BIJS LINE

And Other Concrete Products

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY

If you want
BETTE-11
PLUMBING
AT
REASONABLE
PRICES
Call

TAXI

-

antren
r... v
HOW YOU WILL
BENEFIT BY READING 14eVW "f

•.,,,Raster

the world's daily newspaper—

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. you

•

The Ledger & Times

Subscribe new to
this special "gist.
ecqueintisd" offer
—I month

II funds)

Furches Jewelry
Store

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

,••
'

.of
„„„elf or

the best-informed persons in your community on world offers when
you read this world-wide daily newspaper regularly. You roll coin
fresh, new viewpoints, a fuller, richer understanding of today's vital c;
Isews--PLUS help from its exclusive features on hOmemoking, /glum. fi
ton, bus,ness, theater, muse, radio, sports.

It tells us immediately
what is wrong when you
bring your watch in. It
proves to you that it's right
when you take It out.

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

PR.,
The Christian Science eubi,shine sodery
One, Norway Street, Boston 15, Moss, U. S. A.
ChilstigA
Enclosed is $1, for which please send me The
Science Mon.tor for one month.
Nom*

"Let's Lime Every'Acre of Crop Land in
Calloway County"

0.1.411e0

Weed

Street

City

ATTENTION

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•
Don't Forget Your ANTI-FREEZE

TIP

"It" Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

1

138
TAXI

Dodge— Plymouth
Owners

Casualty

Kentucky

The Old Reliable

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CAN'T BE, HAD

CARLTON OUTLAND
VERNON COHOON
AU watches repaired be.
are tested on the

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

,W.111;1

232

Gatlin Building

• Courteous Treatment

Telephone 95

INSURANCE AGENTS

Telephone 331
Murray,

• Prompt Service

Voris Wells Benny Maddox

Phone

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
FIRE

• Safe Cars

•

COMPANY

.41110.1.••••••

Automobile

• Experienced Drivers

MURRAY SERVICE

& St. L. and State Line
Road

Phone 456

Murray, Ky.

TAXI
SERVICE

B. L.'Ray

Telephone 16
•

DuBarry Cosmetics : Norris Chocolates
FIFTEENTH AT COLLEGE

HAZEL, KY.

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

-fe HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cars!

Murray Auto Parts

COLLEGE DRUG

HALL-WHITNEL,
Concrete Products

Make Reservations Early At

CHARLES CLARK

R. L. DUNN

W. F. Miller

eciemeneww...4110

r-COME IN AND
LET ME.
TEST YOUR
WATCH,FREE!

SMALL APPLIANCE REPAIRING

SEE US BEFORE YOU
BUY

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

ELECTRIC SERVICE
HOUSE-WIRING
Call 1161-J for estimate

PRESCRIPTIONS

TERMINIX

-DUNN & CLARK

LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

Dale LI Stubblefield

1 1-3 cups flour
1-2 cup warm water
Authorised P
n,*fir/ OI
2 tablespoons salt
/Diu° Vane, Termini. Cewpi,
- 2 tablespoons vinegar
CA 1
2 tablespoons ammonia
As Advertised in "Ibis Post"
tablespoon kerosene
Combine ingredients and cook
in a double' boiler. Stir until the
•• ORLD S LARCAST IN If Milt CONTROL mixture becomes stiff. Then rut
and fold the mass until all parts
Remove from the
are cooked.
heat and knead theAtugh until it
We Have Available
is elastic. Place in a covered
— NOW :—
can.

—PRONE 7-- M-UPRAYi-KY

•

sso"

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

DR. H. B. BAILZY, Jr.
Optometrist
— at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

SERVICE SINCE 1886
RONALD W.CKURCHILL, OWNER

Zen..... Stet..
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are planting irish potatoes.'
1 There is. still Same sicksiesa in
this part of he vicinity.
• I
Mr. and Mrs Robed- Harding are
Farmers of- this community are
Another gloomy Tuesday mornvery. busy with their farm work. the proud parents -VI a baby girl ing tApril 22i. We are having
By Mrs. Sara Smotherman
Some are bedding sweet potatoea. born April 10. They have named discouraging farming and gardenWarren Erwin chaperoned twenOthers are sowing .seeds and snme !tier Nancy Kay.
ing weather, but hoping the sun ty of the Future Farmers of Hazel
•
will be shining soon.
High Behool to Hut Springs, Ark
Very glad Mrs. Adra Alexander last week.
An interesting meeting with 29
and Aunt Mat Housden are Name
from the - hospitals Isudin& much present of the Society of Christian
Service was held at Mrs. Grace
better.
evening.
Mrs. James Nesbitt.and children Nesbit's jaat Wednesday
Mary and
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. 'Edgar Mrs. Max Hurt of
Mrs. Elzu Gupton of Detroit,
Lamb for a few days.'
Sure, and most people ore our booster, when they
who for a few weeks has
and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Steele
hav• become acquainted with our friendly service
relatives 'among
been • visiting
Paulette returned to their home rwhom - are Mr. and Mrs. Lucian
Each of os• costorners is, first of all. a person
cost
tow
delver
to
efforts
be$t
our
of
desery,ng
in Mufray Saturday.
Gupton and grandmother, Irony
bonsporrahon in tomfortobte, safe -bases_ tit#4•
Mrs. Buford Barton. Mrs. Myr- Jones. Mrs. Glipton made a talk
approciate iI as. Locaters and are happy.for
Mr. and Mrs. on missions and Mrs. Hurt also
tle. Steele aid
Ole apportbAdy tt serve and keep peep'.
Georgetgaiville ,_were in Murray made interesting suggestions for
,
boosting,
Steele
last - Wednesday, • Mrs:
the advancement of missions. The
visited her granddaughter. Linda next meeting will be with Mrs.
Dell King who is in the Chid: Bob Orr.
for a tonsilectomy.
Bert Moores condition is not
Mrs„ Linville went to Dr. 0- C.
* You cre on tndividual, not lust a passenger
alb- encouraging as it was several
Wells for eye treatment.
days ago.
Mrs. Ola Nix and children spent
* We gove-you time-saving schedules
Saturday afternoon we had the
Friday with Mrs. Eva Farris
pleasure of a visit seith a Gunter's
* W0 furnish expert drivers
.
Dot.
Flat schoolmate. Mrs. Etna Osburn
Mr. Treerr Miller and Mr. and
* We give low cart travel
school
t went Shackelford. Many of out
Mrs. Zelna .Farris and
'
on.
passed
have
'Isaiasafternoon.
rates
Saturday
fishing
.and
Ask our local agent for schedules
-The' following from this comand idis..,_fleitrge *Linville enjoyed
zrainity „attended the funeral of
eating their 'catch.
L•01:1 Shim visited. Joan Giles; Robert Paschall at the 'Hazel Bapchurch Monday afternoon:
tist
Sunday afternoon.
and Hin.
-Mr. ancr-mrs=-,t--W.---forsimen- and Mrs Minnie Smtherman
sons wefe Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George Linv
John stayed for a one week 4.
Mrs. May Grubbs spent Friaas
night with the Litivilles.
Mr and Mrs Dave Harmon
and son were Sunday dinner...guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Legan Harmon.
Mrs. Bifida,Grubbs. Mr. May
•
Grubbs, Mrs. Maude Grogan. Miss
Alto Davis and Mrs. Maly Dodd
were in Murray Monday.
.1 sure miss the old school bus
going by but think the children
I are rather proud of .1 vacation.

Murray Route --V;

'Jones' Mill News -

South Pleasant Grove

I'm a
BUS Booster!

[ Here's why we enjoy your GOODWILL:

and

WESTERN KEN ILICkY STAGES

••

Pittsburgh Questions
Murray's Claim
To Radio Fame

Read I

Your neighbor's crops
Bring cash galore
Bill Dollar helps
Raise more and more.

Eugene; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Shiotha•rmarraliTIV Beasie Thomas,
AL% and Mrs. Charles iCully) Nesbit. Mr. and Mrs. Caz Humphreys,
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Coopet and
family, Mr. an& Mrs. Bob Moore
and daughter, Blondaven. Mrs.
Olivene Erwin, Mr. and Mrs.-->curt
Brandon, Mrs. Con latilsteati, Mts.,
Toy Brandon. Mrs. Make Erwin,
Mr. Paschall's son. Lilburn Paschall. and wife, his. granddaughter, Mr. and Mre:' 'Archie Morton,
and their three children, Carolyn,
Shirley and Diane, who are great
grandcbildren.
'This fine citizen- had been
-member of the Baptist church since

From the article reprinted in
part from a Pittsburgh paper it
would seem 'that- there are those
who disagree with the popular
vicinity that
opinion in this
Nathan B. Stubblefield iii ventedbroadcasting and sent the first
Wireless message: ,
The at-tide by Si Steinhauser.
stales that -We (Pittsburgh, have
-,under the impression all
beeif,
these years that KDK.k was the
world's first broadcasting stations
. . . Now we have a reef telethon
on our hands. ata .group of Kentuckians have applied fcx.a broadcasting license, for a station to be
set up in 'Murray, Ky. the-abarthHis datighter, Mrs. place of broadcasting.'"
his youth.
"We are told that Mr. Stubbleand. _ her.
&Isotherm:an,
Dewey
field never capitalized' onids indaughter, Mrs. Bob Cook, Live ai
vention, 'because of Lick of busiHazel.
ness ability and an abnormal fear
on
Miss Harriet Erwin, who is
that someone would steal -his
the sick hat, is improving.
"
Rev. A. J. Childers, pastor of
"A lot of places and people „have
Pleasant Grove Church, Messrs.
adopted the . idea that Pittsburgh
Harold Broach, Bob Moore and
- honored
Raymond Story -itatended a dLs- should . long ago have
Harry Davis
and
Conrad
Frank
Sunday
Murray
at
meeting
trict
alb
afternoon. Dr. Clark of Paris was for having given broadcasting
the world. Instead we sit back
one of the speakers.
the rest of the world take
By grace are „we saved through and let
the glory for what they did."
faith 41!Id it by works.
a

THURSDA'

locn service to fix up or replace old
take ocirantet7, cf our friendly
rt:cd to raise more -. , and
,
buy sac:: a; tan:Jove Ole you
szi.1::is.•nt;:t•to or visit our office for the cash you
it,,
and in strictest
promptly .
n:a7.;o-,..y A!! :cc:unctions hnnolcd

antelt**.L.0.94 CORPORATION
ad.X1 DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
50+1 Main Street : Murray
PHONE liii
M. C. Eli4d. Mgr.

•Unirpeete
Fleischmarin
make your f
hurry"! No n
fresh in the c
for "last min
HOME-ma
dessertsfasts
ing Dry Yea

-

urray Students Are Cast
in Sock and Buskin PI

SAVE for SECURITY

Play Is Schedule4
May 1 and 2 In
, Auditorium

f

technician; original costumes. Harry Hendren; and settings by
ph GAL

. Oo- GI
nformatmo
ilitst
irance

Being
of
_f_Thc _172E01-lance
AVM
Earnest"' Oscar -Viilde-s sparklThg
in old age by investing
-WITI-4iffnetesanth cen_tury comedy:
- It
National Service-W.
be preaented on May 1 and 2 in
your savings now in safe, sound, legal reserve
Vici)iie RUE:1,4h of McCracken
reinauditorium by - Seek l•lailinif 1:12.846,000 hnis bee'ti
the
college
10
couirsy. who has a' . heLd of
veterWoodmen life insurance
Buskin. 11,1urray s draniatic stated- . by' $.796 Kentucky
and
yes isteriA '. Jerseys. told
Farm
since Febru:dub. The production will be uu-- ans of World War II
,.4:ietr.t'Joe Hurt thatitii-a Winter. hi
the
direction 0tJUseph Cott- ary 3, 1947 which inarked.the
der
The local Woodmen representative will help you select
a little more . than three menthe.
stark et an intensive .insurance inof dramatics. professor
rein.
to •realized $1.795 fr•-.irri them.. Acthe right Woodmen certificate to meet your deeds. Your
Tormation program. the -Veteran.The plot revolves r around Jack
cording to his• records,. Rudolph
Administration annoueced today.
savings . . . monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, or annuCos- 7.1 30.,500 pounds of milk fur Worthing. portrayed .by Bill
This represented an increase of
ally . . . will then build financial security and indeAS in 101 u..y:,- in addition. by of Mayfield. a youthful hypo- more than 57.000.000 since a prependence while you also enjoy Woodcraft's fraternal
•• aalaesasvortla.Ir-50 were raised erite - who has • invented a disso- vious report, passilidarch 28.
lute brother. Earnest, so that- he
.:init. that time. .
and social benefits.
G. 17 insurance, liberalized by
can occasionally go. to town and
pros ides a
escape the stifling responsibilities recent legislation, now
_Mr. Lawrence Fletcher and Mr. of living in .the country.
His choice oit, beneficiaries, plans, ell
J. H. Douglas tranitected • business I/ rataisk,- -the- wayward Altlereort - 1.11bUr-14ALW...IlAuctus ,jtf_. settlotuerit,
04.5.
frfiikete•-avitilable-:bital iiiis:
in 'Pan's; --TerM.. Tuesday.
•
•
Moncrief, played by 'James
A. L. 'Paschall was in Murray ner'nf Mcf.cmoresville. Tents.. also ability income coveraise. It is free
to resi:Monday on business.
adopts the name Earnest when he I from all restrictions as
OMAHA. NEBRASKA
Rudolph Wilkerson was in Jones attempts to woo Cecily Cardew. dence. travel-.' - occupation, or mili.,OUR A5 5E7S EXCEED $1 11,000.0 0 0
tary or naval service. The cost
Tocaday dr this week.
.
Worthing's ward,
insurance
John C Paschall rf Jones Mill
Lady Eirackifell., played by Ann Of reinstated G. I. term
. is Pa Murray 'Sunday to get Lowry of Murray. ,sails through Is the same:as -when held in ser_.
ociScine at one of the hospitals
the play like a heavily armed fri- vice.
Detroit gate, firing rounds of wit and
of
G rover
Deerin g
T, r'. ( OLLIE. Distrivt Representiati‘s:
Veterans have until 'August I.
. was in Jones- Mill Friday of sni•bbery on all sides. It .s her 1947 to reinstate GT. insurance
Phones i Office 499 HOIne.-91404
-•. week
physical esamination
belief that -An engagement should without a
M,Irray. Ky.
Taylor Hallay haa purchased _a come to
young girl as a .,urprise. provided their health is as good
aa bailer.
pleasant or unpleasant, as the c ise as at time of lapse.
An application and full instrucmay be. It is. hardly a matter that
she could be allowed to arrange tions may be obtained by writing
'
eatealwreaawasaaaaaateasasavarawasetetwavetweseareawsecareasassawassa
or contacting your nearest VA
for herself."
dignified Contact Mice. located in. Room
romantic but
The
Gwenglolen Fairfax. acted by Wil- 114 of the Gatlin Building here in
IfIS of Murray. is Lady Murray.
ma
daughter.
city-bred
Bractanell's
Bonnie Kingins. also of Murray.
Eleven homemakers in Oldham
Moncries ward, county planned kitchen- improvegoverness
addt bits of humor throughout. --t-mettrts In Febr wiry in be carried
Other members of the cast in- out- this spring
clude • Glenn Page (if
the role of -Lane, a mans. rvant;
Bob Wilkins of Paducah as - the
CharleS
Merriman; and
butler
Henson • of Benton as the never•
ewd Canon Chausable, rector of
Wootton..
Members of the production staff
arc: Betty Henson and. Robbie
Bill
directrs.
Riley. assistant
Morgan and Matirita Mow •, stage

\limey From-.Cows

-Assure your' ibecurity

protection.

WOODNIEN of the WORLD
Life Insurance Society

Cr.

Cern
your C
We he
ors for

PAI

aa+4_

Own the one car that gives you
BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COSTin ail these features..fn.all these ways

... and roses go together but - photographs are a lasting gift only you can
give.

Ninth

Love's Studio
503 Poplar Street
•••11p.

A
Lexi
pre&
est y
men

•

tiMit

•

It's here! It's new! It's a...

1st-

2nd•

5th-

0.040.

In connection with
our
GASOLINE;
STATION
we have a

a-.1111.11
edit.'

Yes, this even bigger-looking, better-looking Chevrolet
for 1947 is the only car that gives you BIG-CAR.OU4iLITY
AT LOWEST COST, as witness the following facts:

with the !312
•You can store up to-31 packages of
frozen food .. for handy day-to-day
use. And in the moist-gold compartment see dee t king to rota fot•Ii
There's loads of room 'to keep them
Erssh and moist tor days

GREASING
STATION

Model CDM-7 shown $299.75

with pit to drive over
to grease loaded trucks
. .. trailers included under shed.

•

f
....Car
•It alone give
performance and dependatorhey
of a Valve•in-He a d.Tnr.49.moster Engine-in a_ car that has sYch _
surprisingly low cost of-up-Veep'
•

•it alone gives yo..,

d Lg.
cornbine-Car -comfeet 'cind safety of the -KneeAction Ride and Potatire-Actioeelydroulk
Brakes-trio car that has weft remarkably low operating costs!

rg,It alone gives you the 11,2-Co,
b•auly and luxury of sod, by
Fisher-in a car .that stands out
at: the &west priced in the Chevrolet Reid!

Be wise! Place and keep your order with us for a new 1947 Chevrolet.
Own the one car that gives you BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST

WILL BE OPEN 24 HOURS
A DAY

ACCESSORIES
for quick repairing df trucks
and cars
REST ROOMS OR LADIES
and MEN
,

...-in all these features, in all these ways!
‘l ILI, APPRELIATE

NEW 1941 CHEVROLET

•

e

Super-Freezer Chest

•
c6-iniin.,See why more than t

6th-

• 9tht-

:ri .
Frigidaires have been bulk and sdii.
And when you do. be-siare to see thil
new Frigidaire Cold -Wall Refrigerafine Frigid
. and many
tor
• sire Refrigerators.

10th-

calm,

Tune

Other nuldels from $181.7

SI
FRIGIDAIRE COLD-WALL FEATURES
Meter-Miser Mechanism
Simplest refrigerating mechanism ever
built. Sealed in steel. Never needs
oiling. Protected for 1 years against
service expense.

Super-Freezer Chest
Combines fast freezing with large
frozen-storage space.

Meat-Tender
Extra-deep for keeping means. Use it
in the Super-Freezer or on a food shelf.
Moist-Cold Compartment
Provides proper cold with needed
moisture. Preserves vitamins. Saves
flavor, freshness. You don't have to
cover foods.

Frozen Food Storage
Plenty of space for frozen meats,veg.
etables, desserts, for dayath-day use.

Two Super -Moist Hy/Ttators
All-porcelain, glass-topped,easy alid:
trig. Provide cava-moist cold.storigc
for. keeping leafy greens, vegetables
and fruits.
•
Positive Humidity Control
New Moist•Minder and Dess.•Fresh
Seal safeguard against too inuCh or
too little moisture in food compart
ment.
Rust-Proof Shelties
All alumr,uri slit Ives;.easy to
clean. Never rust.Sturdy. Light weight

Phone 388

outh Fourth Street

PORTER MOTOR CO.

SYKES BROS,

Murray, Ky.'

Wetst Maple- Street

Johnson Appliance Company

You're twice as We With two great names
FRIGIDINtIE

•g•eit..t•'14; GENERAL MOTORS .•

Phone 56

South Side Square
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'COLTS WORK OUT
Blood River FOR TRACK TEAM
1
had a

Pat Johnson and alkrunie Richardson; diaa.us-Ralph Boyd.
Johnson, who is a returning lettermav, won the high jump in the
regional meet last year but failed
Tn the adate contest at Lexington.
Several ethers are- out for track.
accOrding to Coach Underwood,
but they have not yet been aesigned a tryout -poet. The first and
aecond place winners of the regional meet will participate in the
state meet at Lexington.
Coach Underwood stated that the
regional would probably be held
here at the college but the date has
not been set.

DISSTON MERCURY
CHAIN SAW

Fa, I, ae Mason of Hazel
Underwood
Last week's feeble efforts were fine fox hound to have hydropho- • Coach Johnny
Begins Out-of-Door
usual.
than
apparently more feeble
bia the past week. It was killed
.
Drills For Squad
• a
Anyway they seem only to have i at Dresden. Tenn.. after biting
•
landed in the waste basket. (Ed. number of dogs. Mr. Mason js
The Murray Training School
Note; Newsprint shortage).
taking treatment after going hunttrack team began workouts out-ofi
the
attended
people
night
the
animal
of
A number
ing with the mad
doors last week, according to Coach
at Story's that it strayed train home.
singing
community
.
Underwood.
Johnny
everyand
Chapel Saturday night,
Pet dogs, don't get in reach of
following
time
the
present
the
At
one seemed gati enjoy the singing. the Ole Maid or she will yodel
boys are being tried for these
Class songs and special numbers and dance a little jig.
events: 100-yard dash-no selection:
were on the program and everyone
Miss Bettye Joe Lax, daughter 220-yard-Jimmie Richardsoa; 440voted. to have, another singing
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Lax. of yard-Jimmie Richardson; 880-yard
next Saturday night.
Lynn Grove and formerly of Mac- -Dean M. Iltimphries,. and Gus
Mr. and Mrs.'Willie Mcaure edenia. and Theron Erwin of'neat]Robertson; mile-Dean M. HumUsers say it does the work of 15 men. Write, call
and. Small daughter spent the HaizeT Were married' the past week. phries and Gus Robertson; high
or see us for further details. Immediate delivery.
with' Mrs. McClure's Mr. Erwin is a relative of Mrs.
weekend
hurdles-Ted Thompson and Bob
from the hills of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Daub- Clyde Mitchell and Mrs. James Trevathare low hurdles-Jimmie
lin.
We also carry a complete line of high quality DissWisehart of Detroit.
Ted Thompson;
Richardson and
Roy Pool and Virgil Las.siter aston Saws, Saw Teeth, Files, Planer Knives,
Clifton Mitaliall arrived home shot put-Isaac DOwdy and Ralph
sitted Claud Kemp in putting a from Detroit over the weekend Boyd; high jump-Ralph Boyd ary!' SWEETENED s•••
Took, Industrial Supplies
new roof on his house last week. to visit relatives.
Joe Pat Johnson; broad jump-Joe READY TO SERVe
of
student
Calvin Murdock, a
it0
Mrs. Orvis Wilson of Highland
1 °- AT TOult DIALERS
CERTIFIED SERVICE AND PARTS STATION
Murray State, spent a few- days Park, Mich., celebrated her birth''
inMacedonia
.
of
ladies
These
Mrs. day this week. ,
with his parents, Mr.
eluding Mrs. Thelma Green, Mia
Will Murdock, last week.
Jesse..and- Ayon McClure atMonnie-Mitehr :.
Mrs. Joe Rayburn has been quite ta..hecl .a monir 'to their fishing Louisa and • Mrs,
raked hay off their yards one ch.:.
ill with chicken pox but is Am- boat last week. So, .Mr. and MIS.
.
,
last wpek.
proving at - this time.-Olive Oyl Orvis . Wilson
kiddies of
and
several pc, that
told
been
Have
Telephone 890
Fourth and Poplar
Michigan,,.he plannina. the catch of
sons at - Hazel enjoy reading thes,
the lar ' fish this summer on
..
•
week.
each
items
have news
PRUNE PLUMS
acation. ' Relatives
Your
-Ole Maid
gathereffaitt_the lake at the same
ral
•
sevC
spent
Story
Mrs. Bill
site /hr the past two summers.
days of last week with -her -Os. and Mrs. Lions Mitchell of
near
ter, Mrs. D. _W. Satterfield,
park. Mich., are plan.
hland
If
of
Princeton and other relatives
below in the
a
vaccitien
rig
Mrs. Story visiting in the, Sa_trjaaaini
Very near future. Mr. Mitchell
nerd ,Troirie (whom she does not doesn't like the large city. His
have the privilege of seeing ofte
mother. Mrs. Minnie Mitchell, inespecially her nieces) were fr.
sists that lie and Mrs.. Mitchell
and Mrs. W. R. Duke, another asreside here with her. Mr. Lens
ter from Denver. Colo.,, and alters.
Mitchell will remain for a longer
from
sister,.
their
K. G. Howard,
visit than Mr. Mitchell.
Paducah.
Mrs- Gradie Stubblefield of near i
and
Muagan
Ree, and -Mrs. t M
highway gave an all-day
Concord
daughter, Miss Carrie, vai‘re weekpast week. Mrs. Mary
the
quilting
end visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Annie - Willis. Mrs.
Miss
Wisehart,
attended , services at
Beal and
Laacia and Mre. Mary McClure
int last Sunday.
Ma - nia tty
Mrs. }I, E. Wink/ere- and Airs. or
women' were
Murray Redburn af Denver. Mrs.
and One quilt was comA. C. Galva and/Mrs. Henry Fenpleted and another. a - wedding
Mr.
of
daughter
Chicago,
of
cher
ring", was almost finished:* A deand Mrs. Duke, all came q.ver to
lightful dinner Wae'served at
W.
D.
Mrs.
of
attend the funeral
Satterfield Xast Monday and reMr.. and . Mrs. Ebb Laseiter and
mained °veer for severe Idays visit
moved from Macedonia
children
with their sifter and aunt. Mrs.
past
section to Pottertyiwn
Satterfild. Bill Story drove over
week. Mr. Lassiter will work at
to Mrs. Satterfield:e home last
a lumber mill.
Friday and Mrs. Story returned
Rev. Comptoe- and Rev. Robinhome with her husband Saturday
son of Murray will preach at
noon.
Maceadottia each htkond Sunday
My sympathy goes out to Mrs.
e
afternoon. .
• Sanforised
her.
.
of
peseing
the
Sfitterfirld in
aliuustonaLaX Was oneriiteil
• Solid tkiiite
no
c
nd. They have
finatia
and was ',cry ill for a 'few days
• Cotton Weil;
Mrs. Satterfield has one brother,
last week.
• Broadcloth
George Prince, in Paducah and
The well is so . full of tater that
$1"
• Dress
foaar sisters. The three just man• Sdllforiced
and Miss Annie
McClure
Jesse
tioned and the faurth. her oldest
Zipper slacks
down -and •help
reach
can
Willis
o lives in
sister, Laura Belle.
Just in time
•Plecifed front
themselves. _
California. and being s far away
can't possibly sear a
pocket.
Button
•
couldn't attend the f eral..
day and a change
one
but
shirt
shirt.,
t
On-nea
•"
d their pasFlint people
in one day is sometimes neceesars
-Luther,.- with a
tor. Rev. H:
Also fancy prints in colors. With
Here's a grand looking cotton suit' that
shower last v.pek-ergl.
putting on over
yourself
aill
find
you
good buttons, full cut and sadFlint
every
There is preec-hiog at
and over again this. aummer: Shirts are
forized. 14 through 17.
second- and fourth Sunday at 11
poplins
a
eace
dub
solid or checked
Always glad lo ahave
o'clock.
ehile the pants are in tan gabardine
visitors. Conn.- to our church 'seronly. Sizes 29 through 40.
vices.

THE MIRACLE OF THE WOODS

num

t

Aer
FLEISCHMANN'S Dry Yeast

OREGON

and

is right there when you need it

TAYLOR IMPLEMENT CO.

• Unexpected guests arriving soon? Don't fretFleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast lets you
make your favorite dessert bread "quiek-iu-ahurry"! No need to keep it in the icebox, it stays
fresh inthe cupboard for weeks-always ready
tar "last minute" baking. IF YOU BAKE AT
HOME-make more delicious breads, rolls,
Fleischmann's Fast filming Dry Yeast. At your grocer's.

MONARCH

FLINT NEWS

desserts/Oster— get

the cupboard
SPRING IS
HERE
SO WHY NOT HAVE
--YOUR CAR

fiR;etit -foi'firi oc-

casion

SIMONIZED
and
WAXED

the

noon hnr;tr.

Ccrne in and let us give
your c-tr a new paint job.
We have a variet*, of colors for you jr choo- from.

**/

(lie

PAINTING IS OUR
• SPECIALTY

WHITE SHIRTS

aftil

LACK SUITS

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

uhen .t ou

Ray Buckingham

Ninth and Sycamore

. Day Phone 777 — Night Ptaine 872-M

BE A WINNER IN 1947

South Murray

PLANT FUNK'S G. HYBRIDS
At the Farm and Home Convention in:*
Lexington January 28th, ten men were
presented checks a*charnpions for highest yields in 5-aci'e plots. Six of these ten
men used Funk's G Hybrids.

.4

••

1st—Everett Simpson, Bullitt County155.1 Bu. Funks
2nd—Sammy Winders, Crittenden County147.0 Bu. Funks
4

Miss Mildred Knight made a flying trip home from Michigan this
malt. She sure looked Laid. Sire
left. Monday manung for Michigan: '
has to 'be there Tuesday
for work.
Mrs. Robert Sauncitrs is visiting her sisters. Mrs. Inis Falwell
.ind Mrs. Cora Wilson, this week
Mr. arid Mrs. Ancil Griffin and
Mr. and Mrs. J. - B. Griffin were
Sunday visitors with their daughter and sister, Juanita and ;Jackie
Knight .and Miss Mildred Knight
I Detroit, Mich
Mr. and •Tt•Ars. Ytnoie Outland moved Jast week and J. D
mother moved
McClure and
into. the big house vacatedeby jr
Outland. •
Mr: and -Mrs. Paid Jackson mid
children win' .Sunday aftermem
callers of - Mr. •and Mrs. Steve
Jones.
Edgar Wee/tall motor, d Me,,, and
Mrs. Alvie 1-)OWON to Paducah Saturday.
_Just- wonder_ if the freeze and
frost the other night hurt young
Some are of the
gardmi stuff.
o-pinion _that fault Wilt, damaged.
I
Wish, it sliould warm up.
would like- to go fishing, but it's
tod cold to'sit on • the dake vioW.
•
-Blue - F.yee

S

CET YOUR

__
6th—Chaney Brothers, Warren County—
140.2 Bu. Funks
9th—Stark Brothers, Nelson County134.5 Bu, Funks G
10th—Willis Stout, Jeffersnn County134.0 Bu. Funks G
in on WSM-; Nashville, Tuesday and Thursday at 11:45. and Saturday at 12:45"for
• • Funks G. Program

•

SEE YOUR FUNK G DEALER FOR YOUR
SEED CORN

PARKER SEED COMPANY

HATS

• •

Of 316-eirls in Masan (*aunty
enrolled iii 44 clubs. alniast all
of them- are taking scwing project','

** pp
„
.
_••••
,
.,

IN TUNE WITH

•0 .a •„
...a•

fine

•1.11

SEE YOUR

3Qc
yd.
40
.
'
You can make any thing from
frothy formals to breakfast
• room table cloths from gingham! 36-inch eanforized cotton
gingham in first quality, full
tilL
bolts. In tan, gray or Isitfie.
or dainty checks.

Or

111.1V•ble

.111111g
.01111

that

la

..„.-39e

th. hard -

aeCt44144

98c

BATH TOWELS
79c

fact harry
•
• E.tra Jorge
Atr•orbott
•

DEALER

• Bath

sire

regular 9fte

bath

cannon
Here's 'our
size towel reduced! Size 22 by 41
inches in solid %hits a ith different

FORA

border-.
OTHER TOWELS

SPRING
TUNE-UP

There's no place
like HOME
for ford service

Suggestions and recominend
-

ItIor

WASH

Billington-Jones
Motor Co.
Phone
!East Main Street

DRESSES
$19g

18x:16-inches
Solid white towels....

290

1,37,27-inchel, White
with colored border

49C.

98c WOMEN'S PANTIES

tor t.oetil

•

rona
•( ,,ften -75see!.e
• al:irtien.st adif
• 1 11111 y Itt)I'm

• apes!

eel

be appreciated by the eoromiesion.

I
.

filli/111,11.
/61.1

ea4i01001

FORD

Such herrings mill he held at CH% Hall. Min ray. Kentucky.'commencing on the
of 7.00 o'clock n.ny and %Yin continue from night to night
above stated, at the I

-- City of Murray Zoning Commission.

a
•

WWI411104^•

(it'. „of Mui rat on the 14th da) of April. 1947.

PCED0M, chairman

I

EXTRA;
.I, irons . •hoeting
domeole. In

• Ford-trained mechanics
• Specialized equipment
• Fattory-opprovei methods
• Genuine Ford Ports

at the same hour until %eel' hearings are completed.

V

•
JP
•

• l'orets,checks,
•.ind -plaids
•;.ull bolt c

• •#

fourth
ft% tritue 01 the authorits conferred on ironing enmini•sions of cities of the
Mu: of
city
ised
lacy
Kenturky
11007.14
section
• r lass, 'Halve the
of
zoning
the
to,
relative
hearings
public,
'ay zoning- comminsion will commence holding

Statutes, the

.
.
• I II

•P

Notice to ResidentA and Citizens of City of Murray, Ky.

hops- 'sill

98

$

GINGHAM

.•• •••• *****
• •••••••••••
•••••••••••••','
•••

idt

•
••t•ar and
herid.. All role', uf
lei,
r.alobow
••1111 fluster.. r.Mah

HE'S -HOME" TO FORDS
FOR 4 BIG REASONS ..•

date

•PsI

tall•

•

5th—J, C. Wilson, Davies, County141 -2 Bu. Funks

a kite 69c .2‘4,244,
36 Uscit

C.
'W PP
• Pt/
ON *****•

*****

ALE! up to $3.98

fur summer sear

• Brief
• Styles
• Pdtty
• Style's .

Adorable little 'dresses in both
cotton and rayon BUT all of them
are eashable! In florets, stripes.
chiciss and solid colors. Trimmed
eith buttons, ric-rne. eyelet batiste and lace. Styles for Misses
and Matrons in sizes 9 to 15, 12
3S 10 .11.
to

39'

Yea, in both etyles ... for those aho like
a little length to their legs, get the panties
... for those a ho like short, fitted leas,
get the brief,. In fine knit rayon aith
elastic waistband in tearose or shite,
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••• ARE A PRIVATf DITECTIVI AND YOU
CALL IN LOVE WITH A BIAUTIFUL BLONDE.
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LOIS COLLIER FRED BRADY
PAUL NEU NOAH BEERY. JR. DOUGLASS DUNBRILLE ROSE HOBART
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Powered by a six volt battery, push
button control

• AND

No cables to drag, no gas or oil to mess with;
just push the button and start. Can be safely operated by a man, woman or child.. -

INTER44TEONAL PIITI RFS presents

The Jiffy is not sorriet-hing made new with ballyhoo. It is as new and modern as the' atomic age.
Made of cast aluminum, st,reamlined for appearance and durability, and a full 16-inch cut.

we OBERON qeme BRENT
dweliORVIN hat LUKAS
effiritatA.0,1"

The blades are direct driven, eliminating, chains,
gears or belts.
battery
The Jiffy is equipped with a special
charger to keep the battery up to maximum efficiency. All that is necessary is to plug it into any
ordinary house current of 1.10 A.C. current..
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COME IN AND SEE THIS LAWN MOWER AT
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